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A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: •
The proposal states that the designation is likely to have little
impact on commercial fishers, as there are legal and voluntary restrictions
currently in place. It makes sense to strengthen the current voluntary
restrictions, so that everyone is required to adhere to them.
•
The proposed area is very small (4.4 km2). I recommend enlarging the MPA both
offshore and alongshore so that benefits are more likely to accrue (see general
comments and supporting references).
",
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: • The area is likely an important region for primary productivity,
due to the riverine input and habitat type.
•
The area is known foraging habitat for Hector’s dolphins, yellow-eyed
penguins and little blue penguins. Bycatch of yellow-eyed penguins in setnets is
known to have occurred in this area. A large marine reserve would protect these
species from fisheries impacts.
•
The proposal states that the designation is likely to have little effect on
commercial and recreational fishers, therefore protecting the maximum area possible
seems sensible, so I support the extension.
",
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: •
The area is important for the reasons outlined for site B.
•
In the South East region, this area contains the most important habitat for
Hector’s dolphin (see general comments and supporting references).
•
Designation would prevent damage to sensitive benthic habitats and protect
vulnerable species from fisheries impacts. Given the endangered status of Hector’s
dolphin and yellow-eyed penguin in particular, the suggestion to extend the
offshore boundary to 12nmi from the coast is supported.
",
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: •
The site contains diverse habitat and therefore designation would
protect multiple habitat types, including a nationally significant area of
Macroscystis kelp forest.
•
It is an important area for scientific research, particularly by staff and
students from Otago University. Protection would facilitate valuable comparisons
with similar but unprotected areas.
•
The larger option is supported as it is more likely to confer protection for
yellow-eyed penguins nesting on the coast, fin-fish and mobile invertebrates such
as rock lobster.
",
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: •
The bryozoan beds are an important feature themselves, as well as
being a biogenic habitat potentially important as a nursery area for several fish
species.
•
The area also provides foraging opportunities for yellow-eyed penguins and
New Zealand sea lions.
•
The importance of this habitat, and the rarity within NZ’s territorial limits
warrants the large protected area offered by site E. This option also confers some
protection for the head of Papanui Canyon, which would complement the marine
reserve proposal for Saunder’s Canyon (F).

",
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: •
Canyon habitats are hotspots of marine biodiversity (see general

comments). The Otago Canyons are known to be important habitats for benthic
invertebrates and demersal fish.
•
Recent research by University of Otago scientists has revealed that the Otago
Canyons are year round habitat for sperm whales, and home to a diverse array of
other cetacean species.
•
The region is one of only two places in NZ where canyon habitats are present
within the territorial sea. Saunders Canyon is closer to the coast than Papanui
Canyon, and therefore represents a better option for protection. The larger size of
the Saunder’s Canyon reserve means that benefits are more likely to accrue.
",
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: The larger option E is supported as explained above.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: The larger option F is supported as explained above.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: •
The proposed area includes excellent examples of exposed rocky
reef and beach habitats, home to a range of macroalgae, reef fish and
invertebrates. It would protect the nearshore habitat of endangered, endemic
species such as New Zealand sea lions.
•
The proposal includes Boulder Beach, which has the largest yellow-eyed
penguin colony on the Otago Peninsula. However, as the proposal only extends up to
1.7 nmi offshore, it would not protect much foraging habitat for penguins. A better
design would extend further offshore, incorporating greater habitat diversity,
including the deep gravels.
•
The proximity to Dunedin city means that the marine reserve would be
accessible to a large number of people, and therefore has the potential to play an
important educational and advocacy role.
•
Tow Rock is one of the few examples of deep reef habitat proposed for
protection. Therefore, option 2, including Tow Rock is preferred.
•
Although some recreational and commercial fishing will be displaced, similar
coastal sites will still be accessible to the east and west of the proposed
reserve.
",
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: •
The proposed area includes a range of important nearshore habitat
types.
•
Together with proposed marine reserve sites I and K, it will effectively
allow a significant stretch of urban coastline to be managed.
•
The proposed marine reserve sites I and K may potentially displace fishing
effort and place greater pressure on this piece of coastline. The proposed
exclusion of commercial fishing and regulation of recreational catch will prevent
the deterioration of this area.
•
I support the proposal to allow recreational take of two paua and two rock
lobster per person per day. I suggest that the regulations also include a limit of
five fin-fish per person per day.
",
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: •
The proposed area contains valuable rocky reef habitats and the
island itself is an important nesting site for seabirds, including yellow-eyed
penguins.
•
Together with sites I and J, the network of MPAs will allow for valuable
scientific research into the effects of varied levels of protection on a stretch of
urban coastline.
•
At 5km2, the proposed area is very small. I recommend that the proposed
reserve area be increased to improve the likelihood that benefits will accrue. To
avoid impinging on the wahi tapu of Kai Tahu, the reserve should be extended
westwards and offshore.
",
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: •
The proposed area incorporates important estuarine habitat
including a significant area of saltmarsh.

•
The protection of habitat surrounding the estuary means it is less likely to
be impacted than other estuaries, and offers a good opportunity to link terrestrial
and marine management.
•
The proposal to also protect coastal and offshore habitat adjacent to the
estuary means that benefits will be more likely to accrue.
",
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments: •
The coastline within the proposed reserve is a rare example of
schist rock, which provides excellent habitat for rock lobster.
•
A reserve at this location would provide an important connection between
sites I and O which also protect coastal reef habitat. A network of MPAs is likely
to provide greater benefits than the sum of the constituent parts.
•
Although the proposed reserve contains a reasonable length of coastline, the
fact that it only extends 1km offshore means its area is very small (6.3km2), and
its effectiveness will potentially be compromised by significant edge effects. I
recommend the reserve should be extended offshore to the 50m isobath so it abuts
site N, thus providing protection from the coast to the territorial limit.
",
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: •
The proposed MPA contains a large area of broken reef and deep
gravel habitat, which likely has high biodiversity value. It has been identified as
an important foraging area for endangered yellow-eyed penguins.
•
The restriction of commercial fishing methods in this area would protect
sensitive seafloor habitat such as bryozoan beds, and remove the risk of bycatch of
seabirds.
•
As noted above, connection with the proposed marine reserve site M, would
create a large MPA spanning the coast to the territorial limit, thus increasing the
probability that benefits would accrue.
",
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: •
The proposed reserve contains a variety of habitats from coastal
reef and beach through to deep reef. As such it is home to a broad range of
biodiversity, including diverse macroalgae, paua, reef fish, seabirds, NZ fur seals
and sea lions, and Hector’s dolphins. The coastal area contains the largest
breeding colony of yellow-eyed penguins in the Catlins, and the proposed reserve
and the area offshore is known to be important foraging habitat for penguins.
•
The proposed reserve is large enough to have significant positive effects on
biodiversity, particularly in conjunction with the proposed offshore MPA (site P).
It is one of only two proposals that would protect deep reef habitat. It is the
only significant marine reserve proposed for the Catlins region, and therefore
represents an important component of a marine reserve network for the region. All
these factors make it a valuable site for scientific research.
•
The accessibility of the area, and current biodiversity values, mean the site
has the potential to become a significant tourist attraction.
•
Fishing effort in the area is currently relatively high, therefore
designation of a marine reserve is likely to have significant positive effects on
biodiversity.
•
The likely benefits of the proposed network would be enhanced by extending
the reserve south west along the coast to include the Tahakopa Estuary (site Q).
",
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: •
The proposed site contains important foraging habitat for
seabirds, including yellow-eyed penguins.
•
Together with site O, it provides protection from the coast to the
territorial limit. This will enhance foraging opportunities for yellow-eyed
penguins and protect them from bycatch.
•
Fishing effort in the area is currently relatively high, therefore
designation of a marine reserve is likely to have significant positive effects on
biodiversity.
•
The biggest impacts on fishing are likely to be on the setnet fisheries for
rig and school shark. These are relatively low value fisheries which have
relatively high rates of bycatch, including of protected species.
",
Q - Selection: support,

Q - Comments: •

The proposed site contains valuable saltmarsh habitat and is
important for wading birds and estuarine fish.
•
The proposed reserve is very small and the design means that compliance with
and enforcement of the regulations will be challenging. Enlarging the reserve to
encompass the whole estuary will mean that benefits are more likely to accrue.
",
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: •
The proposed site is an area of relatively unmodified estuarine
habitat, including rushes and salt marsh, and is important for wading birds and
estuarine fish.
•
The proposed MPA is very small. Enlarging it to encompass the whole estuary
will mean that benefits are more likely to accrue.
",
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: •
The proposed site is an area of valuable estuarine habitat, which
is very important for birds and estuarine fish.
•
The area surrounding the MPA is heavily modified so would benefit from a
broader management plan.
",
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: •
Kelp forests are very important primary producers in the coastal
zone and provide habitat for a diverse range of species.
•
Kelp forests are threatened by sedimentation, rising sea temperatures, the
indirect effects of fishing and commercial harvesting. Globally and nationally they
are declining.
•
I suggest that all commercial kelp harvesting be banned with the proposed
site.
","
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments:

•
New Zealand’s MPA policy objective is to “protect marine biodiversity by
establishing a network of MPAs that is comprehensive and representative of New
Zealand’s marine habitats and ecosystems” (Marine Protected Areas Policy &
Implementation Plan, paragraph 13). There are currently no MPAs between Banks
Peninsula and Stewart Island. To meet the policy objective, the outcome of the
SEMPF process must be multiple new MPAs in the south east region.
•
New Zealand’s Biodiversity Strategy includes an action (3.6b) to achieve a
target of protecting 10% of New Zealand’s marine environment by 2010. In 2016, the
IUCN’s World Conservation Congress encouraged IUCN State and Government Agency
Members to designate and implement at least 30% of each marine habitat in a network
of highly protected MPAs, with the ultimate aim of creating a fully sustainable
ocean at least 30% of which has no extractive activities (motion 53). The proposed
network of MPAs for the south east region includes, at most, only 5.2% of the area
in non-extractive marine reserves, with an additional 15.3% of the area in type 2
MPAs which allow some form of extractive activity. Therefore, even if all the
proposals were accepted, the IUCN recommendation would not be met. The SEMPF
process should therefore consider proposals that add to the proposed network, or
enlarge existing proposed sites.
•
New Zealand’s MPA policy states that “a marine reserve will be established to
protect at least one sample of each habitat or ecosystem type in the network”
(Marine Protected Areas Policy & Implementation Plan, paragraph 93). The network of
marine reserves that is designated as a result of the SEMPF process must meet this
goal. Decision makers should bear this in mind when considering opposition to the
proposed marine reserves. If there is no replication of a particular habitat within
the proposed network, then each proposed reserve must be accepted.
•
It is now accepted that marine reserves can result in recovery of previously
exploited species (see reviews by Halpern 2003; Willis 2013). However, the effect
of marine reserves is largely site-specific and species-specific and dependent on
appropriate design.

•
The conservation benefits of marine reserves generally increase with size
(Halpern 2003; Edgar et al. 2014). Moderately sized reserves that are several to
tens of kilometres in alongshore length and extend offshore to encompass depth
related movements should be suitable to contain adult movement for much of the
diversity of nearshore species (Gaines et al. 2010). A recent review of literature
concluded that conservation benefits were greatest for marine reserves larger than
100 km2 (Edgar et al. 2014). Only the proposed sites F (and the alternative site
H), and B (with the extension), exceed this threshold. The decision makers should
heed these design guidelines when considering proposed modifications to the
existing proposals.
•
For very wide-ranging species, such
much larger to be effective. Nonetheless,
be beneficial for seabirds and cetaceans,
availability (e.g. Pichegru et al. 2010),
(e.g. Gormley et al. 2012).

as many top predators, MPAs need to be
sufficiently large coastal MPAs can still
either through enhancing prey
or reducing fisheries related mortality

•
The spacing of reserves in a network is also an important consideration.
Inter reserve distances from tens to about 100 km can enhance both conservation and
fishery benefits, because they approach without exceeding the mean larval dispersal
distances estimated for many fished coastal marine species (Gaines et al. 2010).
The proposed network meets these guidelines, provided that all the coastal marine
reserves are designated.
•
The South East region is home to some of New Zealand’s most endangered
endemic marine species, including yellow-eyed penguins (Darby & Dawson 2000),
Hector’s dolphin (MacKenzie & Clement 2014) and New Zealand sea lion (Auge et al.
20102). Yellow-eyed penguins have declined on the mainland from an estimated 580
nesting pairs in 2008 to 216 pairs in 2015. It is likely that marine impacts,
including depletion of food resources and bycatch in setnets and trawl fisheries,
are factors in their decline. Hector’s dolphins have declined to an estimated 27%
of their abundance in 1970, principally due to fisheries mortality (Slooten &
Dawson 2010). Nationally, New Zealand sea lions have declined by approximately 50%
since 1998 and are vulnerable to bycatch in trawl and setnet fisheries (Robertson &
Chilvers 2011). Exclusion of the least selective forms of fishing, i.e. setnetting
and trawling, from large areas of the region should therefore be apriority.
•
Submarine canyons are among the most productive deep sea habitats yet
described, supporting exceptional biomass of benthic invertebrates, demersal fish
and top predators, including marine birds, pinnipeds and cetaceans (De Leo et al.
2010; Santora & Reiss 2011). The South East region is one of only two places in New
Zealand where submarine canyons extend inside territorial waters and can therefore
be protected within a marine reserve network. Although the mechanisms by which
canyons enhance productivity are not fully understood, it is likely a combination
of complex bathymetry and interaction with the local hydrology (De Leo et al. 2010;
Santora & Reiss 2011). Therefore, for conservation of marine biodiversity, the best
option proposed by the SEMPF is site F, because the Saunders Canyon has the
steepest and most complex bathymetry inside the territorial limits. The current
policy only allows MPAs to be designated within territorial waters, while fishing
effort can occur anywhere. In this case therefore, it would be sensible to rank the
biodiversity value of the Saunders canyon above the value to fisheries.
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A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Hectors dolphins are very common in this area and a marine protected
area would allow for the population to grow and minimise the possibility of
bycatch. Recreational fishers should not be allowed more than two hooks. “Two at
a time is good fishing !” More than 2 is longlineing. .
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: An important gravel seabed habitat with significant kelp beds.
Known habitat for Hector’s dolphins and important foraging area for little blue
penguin and yellow-eyed penguin. The extension north, adjacent to the Waitaki
River mouth, should be included in the reserve for the benefit of the above
species. Agree that the mouth of the river should be excluded for recreational
fishers.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: This should also be part of the Waitaki Coastal Marine Reserve apart
from the area around the mouth of the Waitaki River which should remain for
recreational fishers. In fact the whole Marine Reserve should be extended out to
the 12 nm to provide a significantly large Marine Reserve with a variety of marine
ecosystems that can function sustainably in the long term. The larger Marine
Reserve will provide sustainable habitat for macro fauna such as penguins and
dolphins to thrive.
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Option 1 is too small for a Marine Reserve to exist sustainably.
Option two is more appropriate but still small. Consideration should be given to
including areas further to the north in the Marine Reserve including the deep reef
further offshore. This would provide a greater range of habitats and thus a
greater chance of sustainability.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: changes,"
F - Comments: This will be a Marine Reserve with a significant area, the Saunders

Canyon being the biggest and most important offshore from the Otago Peninsula. The
Otago Peninsula is already has prominent wildlife reserves on land and it would be
advantageous to have the Marine Reserve extending from the Saunders Canyon through
to the coast, possibly including Hoopers Inlet, and possibly just making one large
reserve to include the proposed Harakeke Point to White Island Reserve. Again this
would include a significant area with a wide range of habitats allowing for
diversity of marine life to flourish. The Type two area possibly not large enough
in the south to include the known Yellow-eyed Penguin foraging area.
G - Selection: oppose,
G
H
H
I
I

-

Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: changes,
Comments: See Option F for Saunders Canyon above.

in this Marine Reserve.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: support,

Tow Rock should be included

K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I strongly support the Long Point Marine Reserve Option.

The area
proposed includes a significant exposed shallow reef system and shallow and deep
sands which provides a range of habitats where an integrated marine ecosystem can
recover and flourish. From the information on the commercial fish species presently
caught in the area it appears that there are a wide range of species present which
is a great starting point for the establishment of a marine reserve. Sea birds are
always present in the area and I have seen Yellow-eyed Penguins (YEP), Titi, Gulls,
Terns, Albatross, Gannet, Shags, Oyster Catchers, and Stilts at Long Point. NZ fur
seals can be seen on the rocky shore and NZ sea lions are occasional visitors to
the sandy beaches.
The Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust (YEPT) and Department Of Conservation (DOC) have
coastal reserve areas adjacent to the proposed Marine Reserve which will allow an
integrated on-shore off-shore reserve ecosystem. The YEPT have a vision to get
more sea birds nesting on their reserves apart from the YEP, Titi, Gulls, and Shags
which nest there at present. Wouldn’t it be great to have Gannet and Albatross
nesting at Long Point. Having a Marine Reserve offshore would go a long way in
helping to establish a suitable habitat where such sea birds could flourish.
The intertidal zone gets a real hammering at Long Point from recreational fishing.
You cannot find mussels and paua in the rock pools at low tide that used to be
there.
The YEP population is a good indicator of the health of the ocean. The number of
penguins nesting at Long Point has plummeted from a maximum of 53 in 2012 (data
since 1992) down to 17 this year. The decline in nesting numbers is not a
terrestrial impact but a marine impact. The lack of food for penguins is one
factor for their demise over this period and was particularly noticeable during the
2014 – 15 breading season where there were large numbers of underweight adults and
starving chicks (also underweight). The double whammy came the following year
(2015 -16 season) where the YEP suffered through injuries from predatory fish
(thought to be barracoota). Adult YEP were dying on the Catlins beaches from
injuries received, and this resulted in another round of starving chick, another
poor breading season. YEP are bottom feeders with blue cod and opal fish being
common pray. Could it be that these fish were not present in sufficient quantity
offshore so the YEP had to try for shoal fish near the surface and thus became
targets for larger predatory fish ??????? The marine environment is not stable at
present to sustain such species at the YEP (a New Zealand Taonga Species) and this
can be partly attributed to over exploitation of our fisheries by both commercial
and recreational groups. A Marine Reserve at Long Point will reduce one of the
pressures on the YEPs.
There is no doubt that recreational fishers will be adversely affected by there
being a Marine Reserve at Long Point. It is not however the only area where there
is exposed shallow reef. A similar habitat can be found at Nugget Point, and offshore from False Islet (Cannibal Bay), and smaller areas of shallow reef occur
southwards to south of Hinahina Cove. Blue Cod appear to be the target fish for
most recreational fishers at Long Point and they are mostly of the opinion that
there will be no spill over of cod from a Marine Reserve. This appears to be
contrary to the research by Glen Carbines who found that 60% of cod moved less than
1 km, but that leaves 40 % which were found to move up to 156 km.
Once they have
moved then they can establish in new colonies. Another argument heard from
recreational fishers is that large blue cod turn into males and then eat all the
small cod. If the predation on smaller fish were true then we would not have cod
at all because they would have eaten themselves out of existence before human
settlement of Aotearoa.
It was stated many times at the consultation meetings
that because of the weather recreational fishers did not go out very often and thus
their impact on the fishery was small. On this basis their loss will be very
small, but a Marine Reserve at Long Point would be a significant gain for the
Catlins, for the marine environment, and especially YEP.

I look forward to the day in the not too distant future when I can take my
grandchildren to Long Point to wander the rocky shore and see an abundance of
flourishing sea life as I used to see when I was young and what my children also
experienced 20 years ago. And it would be just fabulous to be able to see
albatross and gannets nesting on the headland with access to abundant food in the
nearby Marine Reserve.
",
P - Selection: changes,"
P - Comments: I strongly support the offshore area designated being a marine
protected area but it should be part of the Marine Reserve (proposal O) along the
coast, not just a Type 2. The size of Marine Reserves is important so that there
is sufficient area for marine organisms to establish in a sustainable way. The
organisms must be able to live and reproduce within the reserve. The inshore Long
Point Reserve (Option O) is about 65 km2 which is a significant size but a Marine
Reserve at Long Point of over 500 km2 would build some resilience for our marine
live as it faces the challenges into the future.
We know from the research of P J Moore (1999) that Yellow-eyed Penguins (YEP)
forage out into the Long Point Offshore zone, and in fact past this zone out
towards the edge of the continental shelf. Having this zone included with the
inshore Marine Reserve would go a long way to helping YEPs survival. In fact the
Forum should recommend to the government that the Long Point Marine Reserve be
extended out to the edge of the continental shelf.
Figure 57 in the discussion document shows the fishery displacement. This appears
to be small, but having it as a Marine Reserve would have a significant gain for
marine biodiversity. Having this area as a Marine Reserve would also have the
benefit of eliminating any possibility of bycatch of marine birds and mammals who
establish in the inshore Marine Reserve.
",
Q - Selection: changes,
Q - Comments: To be worthwhile needs to include the whole estuary.
R - Selection: changes,
R - Comments: Extensive use by sea birds. A significant colony of Fern Birds exist
within the tidal reed beds. Protected area should also include the area down to
the mouth.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”O”,”P”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: The areas proposed only constitute a small area of our coast to

be protected for future generations to enjoy. Our oceans are over exploited ( and
in New Zealand poorly managed) especially by fishers. Our coastal environment is
being effected by pollution from human activitues, especially with the ever
increasing urban population, and increasing intensification of agriculture. We
need increased areas of marine protection so that our marine life which we enjoy so
much can flourish sustainably and hopefully endure the onslaught which human
activity throws at it.
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A -Selection: changes,"
A -Comments: I live in the Normanby area south of Timaru and frequently go for

walks along the beach. The proposed restricted fishing area from Tuhawaiki to
Pareora will extend just several hundred metres out into the sea but the area
supports populations of penguins, seals, sea birds (oystercatcher, gulls, shag and
dotterel among others), dolphins and whales. Whale bones wash up on occasion. My
husband and I have often spotted seals swimming or sunbathing. We have also seen
little blue penguins (both alive and one carcass) as well as yellow-eyed penguins
on the beach. Around 1997 we found a dead juvenile hoiho washed up on the shore in
the winter and it was identified by its tag as having come from the Otago peninsula
and being tagged in January of that year. More recently, in March of 2015, another
juvenile hoiho sat at the Normanby area beach for over a week as it moulted. There
is obviously a large wildlife population that passes nearby and I believe the
proposed protected area should be extended several kilometres out to sea rather
than just several hundred metres. A bigger area of fish and kelp feeding grounds
will undoubtably contribute to the wellbeing of the marine animals using the sea
and that can only enhance the populations of those animals, some of whom are
critically endangered (hoiho and Hector's dolphins in particular).
The recent extension of the Coastal Walkway from Timaru continuing south to the end
of Ellis Road has brought more walkers and cyclists to the beach area as well. It
would be beneficial to have these visitors experience the occasional sighting of
marine wildlife so conservation issues become more meaningful on a personal level.
Therefore I recommend that the proposed limit of fishing restrictions extend
farther out to sea than presently suggested.
B
B
C
C
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
I
I
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N

-Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:
- Selection:
- Comments:

O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“A”,
Network Comments: As there apparently are no present marine reserves on this part

of the South Island I feel there should be every effort made to ensure that the
boundaries of any proposed reserves or restricted fishing zones more adequately
protect the diverse wild fauna within the various zones.
The current proposed plan includes an arbitrary boundary, separating Caroline Bay
and the Port of Timaru from any plans made for the southern area of Timaru. There
is a sizeable population of little blue penguins that nest in the port area and the
colony (estimated at nearly one hundred birds seasonally, based on observed nesting
sites) would benefit from having an extended area that ensures their food source is
protected. It seems sensible to include the Timaru Harbour area as part of the
protected fishing zone that will extend south from Tuhawaiki so that a greater
marine area can contribute to the penguins' feeding grounds.
The little blue penguins are an attraction in Timaru. Both locals and visitors,
many from overseas, enjoy the opportunity to observe the birds fairly closeup.
Besides promoting unique memories for guests to leave with, the penguin colony
provides study possibilities. Local volunteers, of which I am one, do census counts
annually and keep informal tabs on the penguins for information that may be useful
to DoC, the Timaru District Council, or the Port of Timaru, among various bodies
with an interest in the area. Such a resource as the penguin colony does more than
merely add a novelty factor to Timaru and South Canterbury and deserves to have its
environs expanded to protect the local bird population and enable it to flourish.
I recommend that the boundary of the proposed Tuhawaiki reserve be extended north
to include at least Caroline Bay, the Port of Timaru and perhaps even further up to
the present Washdyke Lagoon.
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#404,
58522158d8bcf942dee74fe3,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 04:51:36 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: George Lay,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I support for all the reasons stated in documents supplied. As a

recreational fisherman I am not a supporter multi hook or netting,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: For all reasons given,
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: support only to 1 nautical mile, any further would have to greater

effect on commercial and for recreational to navigate through this area without
GPS would be difficult ",
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: by closing this area off would put to much pressure on other areas by
commercial ,
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: this area is closer and of greater benefit to recreational users,
G - Selection: support,
G
H
H
I
I

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: This area has the only access to fishing grounds used by small boat

operators using Smails, Tomahawk and St Clair beaches. The closure of this area
would put these users at extreme risk having to travel greater distances in adverse
weather conditions. Also the improvement to habitat would be minimal if any.
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: similar to area “ J “ used by small boaties and spear fishermen .
Access and weather conditions are the primary protectors of the habitat ",
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: For same reasons as “ J “",
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:

POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

generation if future generations, including my grand children were denied the
pleasure of being able to catch a feed.
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#406,
58525731d8bcf942dee75099,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 08:41:21 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Desmond David Valli,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Have fished here all me life now I have kids I take them here as well

as it is safe place to lunch our boat with little Risk,
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#407,
585258dcd8bcf942dee750a8,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 08:48:28 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments:
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,
Network Comments: The only chance to save the entire ecosystem- fish, crustaceans,
sea birds, sea mammals, etc etc to any extent is to have a continuous network."
General Comments: Hi.
I am writing a book for children called,
‘The Last Moa: Who killed them, why and what were they thinking?’
Children often ask who could have killed the Last Moa - flightless creatures who
kept to themselves and were no threat to anyone.
Children say the killers would have known they were the Last Moa and intentionally
killed them, even raced each other to kill them…but why?

Children ask why the killers did not let the Last Moa live or protect them for
posterity … since the killers had abundant food sources in the land, rivers and
oceans and the Moa were not threatening the people.
Children cannot imagine why anyone would have killed the Last Moa.
Now we have the answer – thanks to you who oppose the Marine Reserves – and it is
important to document your reasons for posterity.
Therefore, to anyone who oppose the Marine Reserves - I am sure you will be proud
to let me use your photo and statement of reasons in the book so all posterity
forever will know exactly who killed our Last Moa and what you were thinking. You
will be immortalized.
You are all corpulent well-fed men with good incomes and have abundant calories
available to you from several sources grown just for you to eat such as grains,
fruits, vegetables, lamb, beef and chicken. All you have to do is drive to the
shops. It is so easy – you don’t have to kill anything.
You are not under imminent threat of attack by sea urchins.
Fish aren’t coming out of the sea at night and stealing your sheep.
In fact, no plant or animal in the foreshore, seabed,ocean or air is bothering you
at all.
You know you have already killed nearly everything in the sea. The birds and
mammals who depend on the creatures in the sea are starved to near
extinction…..most of our seabirds will be extinct in one or two years. You are
accustomed to pods of emaciated dolphins starved to death washing up on our
beaches. You know there are only 64 Maui dolphins left in the world…. collateral
damage of fishing the sea to extinction.
Nutritionists tell you that a vegetarian diet is better for you. Humans were not
meant to have high protein diets of fish, beef, lamb and chicken. It is not only
unnecessary, but unnatural and unhealthy.
You have stated that you want to kill the few remaining critically endangered
species which are so critical to the survival of the remaining marine birds and
mammals because ….. it is fun….it is recreation….it is something you just like to
do….. you like to see creatures die in front of you…. you like to watch that last
gasp…..you like the thrill of the kill… and greed - you can get money too and – oh
yes- they taste so good to you…... must be the high level of toxic heavy metals
lead, mercury, cadmium, BPAs, PCBs, dioxins, DDT and dieldrin… lets hope you don't
let your children or pregnant wife eat any.
All I need is your photo and your statement - eg, 'I want to kill the Last Moa /
Creatures of the sea because its fun', etc. to print by your photo.
This will be important for the children in 10 or so years from now who ask, 'Who
killed the Last Creatures in the sea and why?' This must be the same as for Who
killed the Last Moa - greedy selfish lazy short sighted slobs. Who caught and ate
all the squid and caused the whales to starve to death? Who killed all the young
fish disparagingly called white bait so that there could no longer be any mature
fish? Who killed all our beautiful eels? Who took all the sea food away from the
sea birds and sea mammals who depended on that sea food….. the wild creatures who
could not simply drive to the shops and buy fruit and veges? Who caused them to
starve to death? Who was this human weapon of mass destruction?
You!
This book will be a great service to all generations to come – and your faces will
be proudly shown on each page.
Millions of Kiwis oppose you killing their wild animals. Those creatures do not
belong to you. What you are doing is abhorrent to millions of Kiwis. Find something
else to do. Try doing something to help regenerate the sea, seabirds and mammals –
put a bounty on the head of anyone who touches a creature of the foreshore, seabed,
seashore, sea or air.... as is done in many places around the world...
Please send me your photo and your statement so it can be displayed.
I am sure you will be proud to show the world who you are and let your
grandchildren know who drove all the creatures to extinction.
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#408,
58525bf9d8bcf942dee750b3,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 09:01:45 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Glen Storer,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Aquaculture”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I support it because it is a spawning area for elephant fish and
school shark and the locals want it protected,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: this area has kelp beds which is a breeding ground for fish,
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: I think B is enough in this area,
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: don't agree with reseves in estuarys that is were children learn to
fish etc,
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: because I support G and H ,
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: same as above,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: it is deep water has gravel mud and reef ,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: same as above ,
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: I oppose this area as it is popular with fishermen,
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: it is a traditional area for maori . it is a place were fishermen go
when weather is unfavourable so becomes a safety issue.
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: it is an area popular with divers why should they have to stop doing
something they enjoy .Lifestyle,
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments: estuarys are were people can get easy acess to,
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: it is a customary area for kaimoana an fishery, it is a place were
fishermen can go with smaller boats if they have to travel out further it becomes a
safety problem",
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: this will have a huge impact on the Taieri Mouth Village
economically,
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: The weather protects the southern coast if this area is locked up
locals will have to venture further in a climate that can change quickly . My under
standing of blue cod is that wen they get to a certain size they get agresive and
turn into males then eating a lot of juvenile blue cod . If the yelloweyed penguin
nos are declining do we know why or just assume a reserve would solve the problem,
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: its trawl grounds for commercial boats, is ther any evidence to
sugest any benefits gained from a reserve. Fishery management would be beter than a
reserve",
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: it is were families go fishing why should they have to change there
lifestyle,
R - Selection: oppose,

R - Comments: been a way of life for generations of crib owners it will affect

them,
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: locals go whitebaiting here a PLACE WERE FAMILIES GO,
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Kelp is very important for our coast, habitat ,food",
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#409,
585267ccd8bcf942dee750d4,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 09:53:05 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Tony Glassford,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: Important school shark and elephant fish site
Complements the Mataitai reserve
Type 2 zone has limited impart on recreational fishing",
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: Suits Hectors dolphins and Blue penguins
Not as big an area as C Waitaki offshore",
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Spatial displacement will decimate other areas
The weather already limits fishing
There is no science proving the benefits of a reserve
It will be difficult to maintain effective compliance
Why,when the main problem is soil and water pollution destroying the kelp beds
through flooding of the Waitaki are you only stopping fishing",
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: This is my backyard and I only support option 1 to 1.5 km offshore
and only above the Pleasant River estuary to Stony Creek in the North
I oppose option 2 which extends out to 10km Reasons are as follows
This is where we hold competitions, take a kid fishing etc
It will be difficult to maintain effective compliance
Spatial displacement will decimate other areas
Fishery management makes more sense than no take
The weather limits fishing anyway
What possible harm can recreational fishing do to these habitats
Safety for small boats if we have to fish outside of the 10 km area ",
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: I'm a farmer I don't lock up my paddocks forever I rotate them
Marine science overseas is turning away from reserves as they are not delivering
the results expected
Spatial displacement will decimate other areas
The weather limits fishing anyway",
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: It will be difficult to maintain effective compliance
Safety for small boats
There is no science proving the benefits of reserves
Fishery management makes more sense than no take
Spatial displacement will decimate other areas
What possible harm can recreational fishing do to these habitats",
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Bryozoans known and most abundant
Type 2 zone has limited impact on recreational fishing
Least impact on commercial fishing which doesn't cause spatial displacement",
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Same answers as section G except it is a Type 1 zone causing less
spatial displacement than going with section F as a type 1 zone,
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Spatial displacement will decimate other areas
What possible harm can recreational fishing do to these habitats

It will be difficult to maintain effective compliance
What about sewage outflows
Marine science overseas is turning away from reserves as they are not delivering
the results expected
This is an ideal area for beach-combing
The weather limits fishing any
Fishery management makes more sense than no take",
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: What about sewage outflows
Marine science is turning away from reserves as they are not delivering the results
as expected
Spatial displacement will decimate other areas
This is an ideal area for beach-combing
The weather limits fishing anyway",
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Same answers as section I Hakakeke point to White Island
",
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments: No whitebaiting effects recreational fisherman
Spatial displacement will decimate other areas I'm a farmer I don't lock away my
paddocks forever I rotate them
There is no science proving the benefits of reserves ",
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Same answers as section I
Why when the main problem is soil and water pollution are you only stopping
fishing",
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Spatial displacement will decimate other areas
The weather limits fishing anyway
There is no science proving the benefit of reserves",
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Fishery management makes more sense than no take
Spatial displacement will decimate other areas
The weather limits fishing anyway
It will be difficult to maintain effective compliance
What possible harm can recreational fishing do to these habitats
I don't lock my paddocks forever I rotate them",
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Same answers as section N,
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: What possible harm can recreational fishing do to these habitats
There is no science proving the benefits of reserves in the south
Spatial displacement will decimate other areas
Fishery management makes more sense than no take",
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: There is no science proving the benefits of reserves in the south
Spatial displacement will decimate other areas",
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Same answers as section R,
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”],
Network Comments: On the Pleasant River to Stony Creek site I am only for option 1

which is from the shore out to 1.5 km and the shoreline running north of the
Pleasant River estuary I am not for option 2,
General Comments: We as recreational fisherman are naturally limited by the weather
and rather than have reserves to limit our take, fisheries management would make
more sense and would be easier to maintain effective compliance than having
unnecessary reserves that don't work",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#410,
585300aad8bcf942dee75293,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 20:44:26 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Alan McElrea,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”Q”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: The fishery for the recreational fishers in the southern area

mainly
consists of long point, papatowai, tautuku and chaslands. The combined reef area of
all of these fisheries is very small and to remove long point would dramatically
put extra pressure on the remaining areas. I have dived and fished these ares for
over 40 years and the reefs are as prestine now as they were 40 years ago exept for
the depletion of some fish stocks. These mainly being blue cod, groper,paua and
mussles. With no set netting on the reefs the butterfish and moki etc have
recovered and with regulation the other species would also recover.
Locking up areas for ever is not the answer but by carefull management a similar
result can be achieved.
Tourism should play no role in determening the future of a fishery that will
greatly affect the local people who use it as a resource of enjoyment and providing
a customary take for their families.
It is the advent of tourism that is putting pressure on the habitats of the nesting
colonies, wildlife etc.
Stop promoting tourism for the sake of a handful of greedies capitalising on it.
P
P
Q
Q

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: Along with my wife her sister and husband I have owned a crib at

papatowai for 40 odd years. during that time we have between us raised 8 children
who have along with us enjoyed swiming, fishing, spearing flounders and placing set
nets in the estuary of the proposed marine reserve. Now the 8 children have

partners and all but one live in the Otago/southland area. there is 13
grandchildren and more on the way. All these people spend some of their time at
Papatowai each year and I do not want them or I deprived of the enjoyment we get
out of these activities.
Once again regulate do not lock up and through the key away.
I do not believe the bird habitat etc is changing for the worse in this area",
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Creating marine reserves would be a good idea if only you would

not be so hell bent on conpletely locking up these areas forever.
Each area can be managed to achieve any result that may be desired at any given
time.
The land based reserves do allow hunting and some comercial operations ( possuming
etc) to take place while still mantain the desired outcome.
The format of submissions will no doubt be biased by certain groups with lots of
members who never have been or ever will be affected by your decision to lock up
certain areas. I beg of you please be mindfull of the people who have chosen to
live this life where the take on the coast has been an intrigal part of their being
for many years and wish for it to continue, may be it with more regulation.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#411,
58530438d8bcf942dee752d0,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 20:59:36 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Neil Searle McDonald,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Comercial”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I support this proposal after speaking to commercial and recreational

fishers, and we believe this area to be of significant importance to both uses.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: I support the main block, but I do not support the extension as i
believe there is far to much importance to commercial activity. As a commercial
fisher, we all have to give and take in these areas and i believe there is too much
give.
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: i do not support any of this because this is a historical area of
commercial fishing, which over the years is a place which has had seasonal
significance to commercial fishes and is looked after and fished accordingly",
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: I support the new shore proposal, but i do not support the outer over
ride. I personally fish this area and the in shore proposal I see as being
important with the kelp beds being a great nursery for our breeding crayfish. The
outside area is an area where I feel armatures have the opportunity to fish,
without having to take any risks of fishing in close, where the roll can be
unpredictable at times.
E - Selection: oppose,
E
F
F
G
G

-

Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: i know that there is significant Bryzoan beds and i beleive these

should be protected,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: I support this because i know that it is an area where scallops are
caught and i feel that this commercial activity should not be under reconsider, as
this a place where there has been a great deal of trial and area and I believe this
is information that can be shared",
I - Selection: oppose,
I
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q
R
R

-

Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection: oppose,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: My general thoughts on these marine reserves and on these

submissions are as follows; all these areas proposed have significant values. As a
commercial fisherman the areas I have commented on I have fished for over 30 years.
I have seen the changes and witnessed the cyclonic changes nature can bring. I have
watched whole kelp beds be destroyed from drainage out of rivers; this has
adversely affected our commercial fishing. In this time we have had to adapt our
fishing strategies and patterns to suit these changes. i am proud to say myself and
my family has survived, but I believe if marine reserves are brought in for the
benefit of pleasing a minority of disbelieving, uniformed, lobbying groups this may
be a bridge too far.
",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#412,
58530559d8bcf942dee752d5,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 21:04:25 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Blake McDonald,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: no outside area,
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments:
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments:
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: just kelp forrest support,
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#413,
585308a2d8bcf942dee752fe,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 21:18:26 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Richard James Lean,
Organisation: N/A,"
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,

Identifier:

Address:

,
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Having fished and dived at Long Point for 39 years I would like to be

able to continue this activity and for my children and grandchildren to continue
this. Over this time I have noticed no decline in fish or paua numbers. The weather
and sea conditions means the days fishing can take place are very limited meaning
this area is not over fished.I would support a lowering of the daily blue cod
quota from 30 per day down to 20 per day.

",
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#414,
58530c1ad8bcf942dee75310,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 21:33:14 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Glen Storer & Blair Thompson,
Organisation: Measley Beach Fishing Club,"
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,

Identifier:

Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”G”,”H”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: We support this area because it is a breeding ground for school shark

and elephant fish and the fisherman support a reserve in this area,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: it has important biological habitats as well as frequented by little
blue penguins,
C
C
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
G

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: this area would have less impact on local fisherman, also deep water

reserve",
H
H
I
I
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection: support,
Comments: a good diversty of habitat with the various types of sea floors,
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Kelp provides a enviourment for a vast aray of sea life ranging from

breeding grounds, food source . Also the fisherman in that area support it",
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: We are a fishing club on the south otago coast with 65 members

and families . Recreation fishing is a big part of south otago culture, we don't
support the C,D,E,F,I,J,K,LM,N,O,P,Q,R&S as we feel it would have a huge impasct on
people using these areas.As a fishing club safety for small boats as boaties may
have to travel further. We are a family orientated club which most clubs would be,
so these proposed reserves will affect our culture.In the sourthen coast area

mother nature has a way of controlling these habitats threw the weather and sea
conditions, we would love to go fishing when we wanted to but it is just
impossible.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#415,
58530f01d8bcf942dee7532b,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 21:45:37 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: jason watt,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
,
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: I strongly appose the reserve at long point as it is a place where a

lot of people fish/dive/gather, a lot of these boats that fish here are smaller
boats that can be launched at long point which means its only 5 minutes maximum to
where they fish, if there was a reserve in place the boats would be coming out over
bars such as pounawea and papatoi which can be very dangerous and take a long time
to get back in if the weather turns to custard which it can and does very often in
this part of the country.which is another reason why I don't think we need a
reserve in this area as the amount of days you can fish or dive there is very few!i
think a reserve here would put many lifes in danger as people would be fishing and
traveling in places that they no nothing about.
P
P
Q
Q
R
R

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: I appose the reserve at tautuku estuary because its a great place to

take the kids fishing/whitebaiting and to gather a feed of cockels while staying at
the crib,as for commercial eeling I have never seen or herd of anyone ever eeling
there in my time.as for the average public going there id say most of the average
public wouldn't even no where tautuku easturey is.......
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: the weather is what looks after our coastline it always has and

always will,
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#416,
58531220d8bcf942dee7533e,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 21:58:56 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Richard James lean,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“Q”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: I have been fishing and floundering in the Tahakopa Estuary for the

past 40 years and over this time I have noticed no decline in fish and flounder
numbers. I would like to be able to continue to do this and take my children and
grandchildren to enjoy this activity.
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#417,
58531951d8bcf942dee75357,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 22:29:37 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Nick Cooper,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Tourism”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”O”,”P”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I voice my support for the option presented: firstly because all

options presented are essentially unique habitat types, and secondly because if all
other options presented got across the line (in addition to the specific sites
outlined above) then we would have something approaching the stated aim of a
network of marine protected areas",
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: The bigger versions of the option B proposals for the Waitaki Mouth
area are similarly more attractive from a marine protected area design principles
perspective. None of the options presented for the Waitaki Mouth area are likely to
have any degree of negative impact on recreational fishing as recreational fishing
would still be permitted within the vicinity of the Waitaki Mouth itself (which is
where the majority of recreational fishing occurs in this region).
C
C
D
D

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Option 2 as the bigger version of option D (Pleasant River to Stony

Creek) is going to be more effective from a marine protected area design principles
perspective. The bigger version of option D encompasses a range of habitats that
are not otherwise represented in the smaller option.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: Alternative 1 which is includes proposal 'E” should be the preferred
options presented for the protection of the bryozoan beds found off the Otago
Peninsula. Option E extends out over a considerably larger region compared with the
Alternative 2 proposal (option G) and would exclude set netting in addition to
bottom impacting fishing methods (e.g. trawling and dredging). Set netting is a
threat to the penguins and marine mammals of the Otago Peninsula that feed within
the area covered by option E. Option G is confined to just the most extensive
region of bryozoans and would still allow for set netting. In addition to
threatening sea birds and marine mammals, set netting would mean that large numbers
of fish would continue to be removed from this area. Recreational line fishing is
not excluded from either option. Option E therefore clearly offers the highest
level of protection for bryozoan habitat and marine species, while having no
negative impact whatsoever on recreational fishing.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Options E and F on the Otago Peninsula shelf and over the head of
Saunders Canyon would be absolute flagship New Zealand territorial water marine
protected areas and a massive win for biodiversity and science in particular.
Dunedin wildlife tourism benefits and spillover of recreational/commercial fish
species are also likely to be considerable. Choosing Alternate 1 proposal F
Saunders Canyon as a marine reserve rather than Alternative 2 proposal H Papanui
Canyon as a representative protected area of marine canyon provides more protection
for connectivity of the plateau to the canyon (greater ecological, tourisms,
scientific, cultural and recreation benefits) but still maintains a level of
commercial fishing.
More recreational fishing occurs around the margins of the Saunders Canyon than the
Papanui Canyon. However, the Saunders Canyon option would capture something like
three times more of the deep canyon environment than the Papanui option (including

the very deepest water in the entire region) and is therefore hugely more
attractive from a marine protected area design principles perspective (bigger is
better for a variety of reasons, including a decreased impact of ‘edge effect’,
increased range of habitat types and biodiversity and an increased potential for
spillover).
",
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Option I would provide for a showcase marine reserve of an intact

paua population. Paua exist in high concentrations within Option I because
commercial harvesting has been banned from this area for something like the last 35
years. Such concentrations of paua are now very rare. Option I would also allow for
recovery of the inshore reef fish populations, help to build the populations of
marine mammals, penguins and other sea birds found along the Dunedin south coast
and allow people to experience a marine reserve directly from the shore.
There are alternatives for option I which both include and exclude Tow Rock (Option
2). Tow Rock is an area that has particularly high biodiversity values within the
region the Forum has been tasked to work with and would therefore definitely be
worthy of inclusion within and MPA for Proposal I.
",
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: Option J (White Island to Waldronville) is an obvious choice for a

lesser degree of marine protection, especially from a recreational fishing
perspective. The current situation for the location is there is a risk that a
commercial cod potter may set up at White Island over a short time frame (maybe 2
days) and effectively clear out the available recreational fishing opportunity.
Option J would exclude all commercial fishing activity but still allow for
recreational fishing. In so doing, Option J would ensure a recreational fishing and
paua gathering experience for the recreational fishers of Dunedin City.
Because of the potential for displacement of recreational paua gathering effort
(and to a lesser extent recreational cod fishing effort) from the immediately
adjacent option I, and in order to ensure a recreational fishing experience that is
sustainable for the future, the Forum is consulting on the concept of a reduction
in the catch limits of recreational species within option J. Five cod, two paua and
two crayfish per person per day have been suggested. These catch limits would still
allow for several substantial meals, with a much lesser likelihood of wiping out
the recreational opportunities in this area than the current totally unsustainable
current daily limit 30 cod and 10 paua per person.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: Option K is an excellent choice for a marine reserve. There is a
locally held perception that the fishing at Green Island is not what it used to be.
Marine biodiversity at Green Island is therefore projected to recover substantially
if fishing pressure is removed. Green Island is known to have fantastic snorkeling
and diving and is readily accessible by small boat from the suburb of Brighton. The
island itself is a wildlife reserve. A marine reserve centered on Green Island has
the potential to radically enhance values for recreation, tourism and scientific
interest in southern marine species.
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Option O (Long Point) is important as there are no other similarly

sized options that are being consulted on within the southern portion of the South
East region. If this option is not supported, there will be no marine protection of
any real substance in the Catlins region.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Option P (Long Point Offshore) is important as the coast line of

option O is home to a number of seabird (including penguin) and marine mammal
populations that forage offshore. An MPA off the Long Point coast that
incorporates a set netting ban over the area that penguins and marine mammals
forage, would remove one of the threats to these populations. Option P is therefore
a logical site for an offshore marine protected area in the Catlins. Option P would
also remove bottom trawling and set netting impact on habitat and fish species.
Option P would have essentially no negative impact on recreational fishing.
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Option T (Kelp Forest) is one of the most important options

presented, as kelp forests form one of the most productive inshore habitat types of
the South East region. Without a protective mechanism Macrocystis habitat and its
biodiversity benefits (PMPA Public Consult Doc Vol 1 para 563) are under threat as
the result of the recent inclusion of kelp in the quota management system. The
value of the habitat that goes beyond biodiversity reasoning (para 564) indicates
that a protection mechanism beyond the MPF mandate should be given serious
consideration. The fact that Macrocystis has a very slow growth and recovery and
what is happen9ing in nearby and similar habitats (paras 565-566) means that a
wider scale management response with emphasis on retaining the depth and scale of
the habitat is a necessary matter for consideration in this process."
Creating a Network: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”O”,”P”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: I wish to voice my general support for the remainder of all

options presented. Firstly because all options presented are essentially unique
habitat types, and secondly because if all other options presented got across the
line (in addition to the specific sites outlined above) then collectively these
approaching SEMPF stated aim of a network of marine protected areas.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#418,
585319ddd8bcf942dee7535e,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 22:31:57 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Ellen Barclay,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”Q”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: I oppose this as I spend alot of time in this area and my late father

fished there and I want future generations to be able to do the same.Weather is a
good protection for over fishing.
P
P
Q
Q

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: I oppose this because its not very accessable and rarely you see

anyone over there, the mud makes it not very user friendly.
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#419,
58531bd8d8bcf942dee7536e,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 22:40:24 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Brian & Janice O'Callaghan,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Although it is a good idea this proposed reserve would only enhance

the immediate coastline and have little effect much beyond its boundaries.
Unfortunately as this is isolated it would be difficult to police and because of
the attitude of some of the local fishermen,self policing could be ineffective have
a potential for the challenge of poaching.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: This area would be more important to be protected as it will have
some effect on the food source for the Yellow eyed penguins on the coast including
Nugget Point.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: This river estuary is an important breeding area for whitebait and
flat fish .It also is a feeding ground for wading birds. Because of its proximity
to the Catlins Highway, which is becoming increasing important as a tourist route,
this estuary is now contributing to the tourist experience and thus bringing income
to that part of the Catlins.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: This proposed reserve is one of the few surrounded by relatively
unmodified native forest and salt marsh. It is now accessible via the boardwalk and
is becoming recognised as a stop for visiting tourists who wish to view royal
spoonbills, oyster catchers, stilts and the elusive fern birds. Maori cultural
interests and recreational fishing can still be addressed by allowing the gathering
of shellfish and the spearing of flat fish. At some stage in the future it may be
desirable that the boundaries be extended towards the Catlins highway on both the

Fleming and Tautuku rivers. This estuary is very important and is presently used
for the education and recreation of our young people.
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: If a Type two reserve such as suggested in the Tautuku estuary

was used on the Catlins Coast, areas such as off Nugget Point could be included.
This would not stop fishing but restrictions on catch numbers would need to be put
in place by the appropriate authorities as in our general comments.
General Comments: For these reserves off the Catlins Coast to be successful the
appropriate authorities must reduce the recreational catch limit particularly for
blue cod from the present 30 per person per day to a limit that would allow the
fish stock to increase. eg Marlborough Sounds. Commercial fishers should have
encouragement to market any bi-catch as at the moment most of that stock is
discarded. For these reserves to be better monitored MPI must have additional
funding for more fisheries officers and electronic surveillance which already
exists on offshore fishing vessels and should be mandatory on all registered
inshore fishing boats and can be monitored by the general public. We would like to
see all the Catlins proposed reserves included in the net work but more emphasis
placed on type two reserves but fish catches should be restricted if necessary.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#420,
585322c1d8bcf942dee7538b,
Date: Thu Dec 15 2016 23:09:53 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Shaun McConkey,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Tourism”,”Marine”,”ConsGr”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“E”,”F”,”K”,”Q”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: I support this option as the larger and more comprehensive protection

of the two options available,
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: I support this option as the larger and more comprehensive protection
of the two options available,
G
G
H
H
I
I
J
J
K
K

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: changes,
Comments: I would recommend extending the protected area to the coast as has

been done with the two neighbouring reserves to avoid confusion over where
boundaries are. I didn't see anything in the description to see why this couldn't
be done.
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: changes,
Q - Comments: I would recommend extending the boundary to join with Long Point - O.
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”,
Network Comments: A goal of 10% of our coastline in marine reserves has often been

held up as an ideal network for New Zealand, similar to what we have on land. As
the proposed marine reserves do not cover 10% of the Forum's area I support all of
the proposed protected areas including any proposed extensions and hope that in the
future we may be able to increase the level of protection or the size of the areas

being protected."
General Comments: Given that we have a similar network of protected areas on land

and very few New Zealanders would now want to give any of it up, I hope that we
will in the future feel the same way about our marine protected areas. Evidence
from the first Marine Reserve near Leigh suggests that fish catches outside the
reserve have increased to more than compensate for the loss of fishing
opportunities with the establishment of the reserve.
POI:
Boundary Changes: [“58532223d8bcf942dee75384”,”585322b4d8bcf942dee7538a”],
Upload

Opus ID:

#421,
5853382fd8bcf942dee75424,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 00:41:19 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: caitlin harris,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“D”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: i support option one only as it is safer,
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection: changes,"
T - Comments: could creating new habatat for the kelp to attach to help support

regeneration ,eg dropping some rocks and concrete structures",
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#422,
58533de1d8bcf942dee75434,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 01:05:37 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

",
Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: looks good as it supports some recreational fishing,
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: only option 1 do i support .it has less effect on the safety of

recreational fishers,
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: this is not the best option for recreational fishing,
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: the other option is better,
G - Selection: support,
G
H
H
I
I

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: this is an easy access area for free diving and other recreational

fishing,
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: the excisting mpi fishing rules are a far better way of marine

protection than completetly closing up areas and puting excessive pressure on
unclosed areas,
POI:

Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#423,
5853407cd8bcf942dee75437,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 01:16:44 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Mathew I Harris,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“D”,”I”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: i support only option 1

",
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: this could be a type 2 area as this is better suited to recreational

fishing,
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: current mpi regulations are a better way to manage our fishing

future .current catch limits are a bit to high and to lower both recreatonal and
comercial catch limits would be beneficial,
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#424,
585346d8d8bcf942dee75440,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 01:43:52 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Neville Beck,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: It does not adversely affect recreational fishing,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: It does not adversely affect recreational fishing,
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
D - Selection: changes,"
D - Comments: Oppose, but change to ban the use of anchors to protect kelp",
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Recreational fishing would not be adversely affected,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Recreational fishing would not be adversely affected,
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected. Also beach launch
access affected,
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected. Also beach launch
access affected,
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected. Also beach launch
access affected,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Recreational fishing would not be adversely affected.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected.
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected.
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected.
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Recreational fishing would not be adversely affected.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: Recreational fishing is a part of family life in NZ and

limitations on where to fish will be intensely felt. Popular recreational fishing
areas should be retained for our future generations. Fishing management would seem
to be a better more suitable alternative/additional tool to use if you wish to
enhance the fishery for our future generations.

POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#425,
58535094d8bcf942dee75463,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 02:25:24 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Neil Harraway,
Organisation: Monarch Wildlife Ltd,"
Interest Group: [“Tourism”,”Minerals”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address: PO Box 383
Dunedin 9054,
Email: neil@wildlife.co.nz,
Telephone: 03 477 4276
,

Identifier:

OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: We support this, with extension north-east, to increase protection

for little blue penguins and Hector's dolphin foraging areas, and for other marine
life.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: We support this in order to help create a network with Site B, for
the same reasons.
D - Selection: changes,"
D - Comments: We recommend extending this Type 1 reserve southwards to incorporate
Cornish Head, Karitane where it might mesh with the taiapure, and to Warrington. We
suggest this change to allow easy public access for swimming, snorkelling and
diving in the future abundance of a marine reserve. See attached notes.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: We support option 1 with a ban on set-netting, in order to better
protect the bryozoan beds, sea-lion and yellow-eyed penguin foraging areas. Also
please see attached addendum.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: We support this site in order to protect the larger area of submarine
canyon habitat and its role in the diversity of Otago marine life.
",
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: We support the basic proposal, but neither support nor oppose the

suggested extension to Tow Rock. Please see our attached notes.
J - Selection: changes,"
J - Comments: We support this proposal in order to create an MPA network to better
protect Otago's marine bio-diversity.
However we suggest that it be extended south-west a little further than Brighton in
order to allow easy public access for swimming, snorkelling and diving in the
future abundance of a marine reserve. See attached notes.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: We support this because it helps create a MPA network.
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q
R
R

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“B”,”C”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”K”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: We encourage the Forum to increase the number and size of

reserves - both now and in the future.
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Uploads: [http://seasketch-uploads.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/497cd333-189e-4278-

a1ce-cc1485ba74d6/Monarch Wildlife Ltd SEMPA submissions.docx]

Opus ID:

#426,
58537f63d8bcf942dee754b2,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 05:45:07 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Tourism”,”ConsGr”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I support this MPA because there are Hector's Dolphins in the area.
B -Selection: changes,"
B - Comments: I support this site and the extension with changes, that put the
boundaries further out to 12 nautical miles to include some deep mud. This area is
frequented by YEPS, little blue penguins and dolphins.
C - Selection: changes,
C - Comments: I support this site with extension to 12 nm to assist both penguins
as above and dolphin foraging habitat.
D - Selection: changes,
D - Comments: I support this site with changes that extend the boundary to include
deep subtidal reefs and their associated fish species.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: This site provides good coverage of bryozoan beds and their fauna.
F - Selection: changes,
F - Comments: I support this site but it could be extended to the coast to include
Hooper's inlet and Harakeke Point. Saunders Canyon is an ideal representative of
this habitat type.
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Does not represent the full range of habitats.
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: Does not represent the full range of biodiversity.
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments: I support this site with the inclusion of Tow Rock.
J - Selection: support,
J
K
K
L
L
M
M

-

Comments:
Selection: changes,
Comments: I support this site because it has high biodiversity.
Selection: support,
Comments: Estuaries are important areas for biodiversity.
Selection: changes,
Comments: I support this site but it could be extended to include N to cover

the range of habitats.
N - Selection: changes,
N - Comments: This site should be a Type 1 reserve and joined up with M.
O - Selection: changes,"
O - Comments: I support this site with changes to 12 nm, as this is prime YEP
foraging habitat.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Good biodiversity.
Q - Selection: changes,"
Q - Comments: I support this site with extension to Long Point, to protect the
biodiversity.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: Good estuary for wildlife.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: Good estuary for wildlife.
T - Selection: support,

T - Comments: Very important habitat that is nursery for fish species."
Creating a Network: [“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”I”,”J”,”K”,
Network Comments: Most of the habitat types are covered here and should include

much of the biodiversity, so this could be a super reserve."
General Comments: I would like to see the area off Cape Wanbrow included as a
reserve as this is an important tourist area with the little blue penguins and
yellow-eyes.
I would also like see a blanket “no mining, no bulk fishing methods, not marine
farms to 12 nm across the whole region."
POI: [“58537b49d8bcf942dee7549c”,
Boundary Changes:

[“58537be1d8bcf942dee754a6”,”58537cf0d8bcf942dee754aa”,”58537da6d8bcf942dee754ac”,”
58537e1bd8bcf942dee754ae”,”58537eb0d8bcf942dee754b0”],
Upload

Opus ID:

#427,
58538f4ad8bcf942dee754c1,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 06:52:58 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Keith Probert,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Marine”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:

,

[“B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”J”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A
A
B
B

-Selection:
-Comments:
-Selection: support,
- Comments: Important to include these gravel habitats (not represented

elsewhere in the Forum area), and include the extension option to provide greater
protection for Hector's dolphins and little blue penguins.
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: Consideration should be given to extending the seaward boundary to 12
nm to include mid and outer shelf benthic habitat in this northern part of the
region (although there is likely to be limited information on these outer habitats
and communities).
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Option 2 is clearly preferable in encompassing a greater range of
benthic habitat types, including deeper soft sediment.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: In terms of biodiversity protection, Alternative 1 is preferable as
it encompasses mid to outer shelf and canyon habitats, and includes larger areas of
bryozoan and canyon habitat within a Type 1 MPA. Bryozoan beds are a particularly
important feature of this region. They are significant as complex habitat that
supports associated biodiversity, but are highly vulnerabile to physical damage.
Biogenic reefs comprising habitat-forming bryozoans are well represented in New
Zealand and those on the Otago shelf are among the most noteworthy and intensively
studied. The Otago bryozoan beds are of national, if not international,
significance.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: Alternative 1 is preferable as it includes protection of a larger
area of canyon habitat, and one of the few opportunities to protect canyon habitat
given the limitations of current legislation. Although detailed sampling is still
needed, the Otago submarine canyons and adjacent open slope support a diverse
benthic fauna (Peebles, B.A. 2013. Otago submarine canyons: mapping and
macrobenthos. MSc thesis, University of Otago. http://hdl.handle.net/10523/4769).
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Includes a range of exposed coastal habitats including ocean beach

and inner shelf sand habitats.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: Valuable as an extension of site I.
K
K
L
L
M
M

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Would contribute well to a network of estuarine MPAs.
Selection: support,
Comments: Important as a replicate site representing inshore exposed coastal

habitats. But a pity that it's not considered feasible to extend this MPA offshore
so that it joins Akatore Offshore, making L, M and N a single (albeit multipurpose)

MPA.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: Important to include to replicate deeper reef and sedimentary

habitats.
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: Appears to be an important site for its range of biodiversity,

including the extent of subtidal reef.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: Appears to be an opportunity to protect mid-shelf sedimentary (and
perhaps biogenic) habitats.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: But consideration should be given to extending it to include the
lower estuary mudflat, or even joining the site with O and P.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: An important example of a largely undisturbed estuary with intact
catchment.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: Important to include as part of a network of estuarine habitats.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Kelp forest is a major feature along this coast and its significance
should be better recognised. Measures to limit the harvesting of kelp would seem
appropriate.
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: The following comments relate to benthic habitat, the component

with which I'm most familiar. I think that as a minimum, MPAs in the Forum area
should include sites representing inlets/estuaries, open coast rocky shore and
subtidal reef, ocean beach and open shelf sediment and biogenic, and canyon/upper
slope habitats. Sites should be replicated where possible. I appreciate, however,
that detailed information on benthic habitats and assemblages along this coast is
sparse.
At least in terms of their physical attributes – which appear to be suitable as
proxies for biological characteristics – inlets and estuaries of south-eastern NZ
cover a range of types, with a primary division being between large marine inlets
and estuaries (Hooper, R.L. 2009. Southern New Zealand estuaries and inlets: a
broad-scale inventory and classification. MSc thesis, University of Otago). In
this respect the Otago Harbour stands out as unique in the SEMPF area for its size
and the range of sheltered habitats it encompasses. However, the outer part of
Otago Harbour is now within a mataitai reserve thereby providing some protection.
The MPAs proposed for estuaries appear to provide good representation of estuarine
habitat for this region and include important relatively unmodified examples.
Sites that would appear to be most important to include to represent open coast
intertidal and inner shelf habitats are B and C, D, I and J, M and O. And sites to
represent mid-shelf habitats are E & F, N, and P, as well as C if it were extended
to 12 nm. Sites E and F should certainly be included in any network as they
provide the best opportunity to protect major bryozoan beds, and outer shelf and
upper slope / canyon habitat. Sites G & H, or else a Type 2 MPA covering just the
bryozoan beds combined with Option F, are less attractive alternatives in terms of
biodiversity conservation.
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#428,
58539a0ad8bcf942dee754d2,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 07:38:50 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Ann Roughan,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

,

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: It does not adversely affect recreational fishing,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: It is an important area for juvenile fish species and blue penguin
foraging site. Not an important commercial or recreational site.
",
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Important part of the kelp forest and option 1 would seem to minimize
the impact to all users as opposed to option 2,
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas,
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Recreational fishing will not be impacted,
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: Selecting this canyon, with its smaller footprint , will likely

achieve the same result as the much larger Saunders canyon which will negatively
affect more fisherman overall.
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Will adversely affect commercial fisherman who will then likely
compete with recreational fisherman on other grounds,
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Does not significantly affect recreational fishing and would add
value to the network requirement for an estuary environment.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman and is an important paua
fishery for locals.
",
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on the inland side of this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for
recreation. Fisheries management would be
a better tool for this area",
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on the inland side of this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for
recreation. Fisheries management would be a better tool for this area,
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on nearby areas. Fisheries management could be a better tool for this
area,

Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore

estuary would be a better selection.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected as per above
",
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore
estuary would be a better
selection",
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: The kelp forest needs protection from commercial harvest."
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”L”,”T”,
Network Comments: The above network would meet significant areas of the MPA policy
","
General Comments: Recreational fishing is a huge part of family life in NZ and
increased limitations on where to fish will be intensely felt. Many recreational
fisherman are also keen conservationists and instill this value into their children
when taking them fishing. This is an iconic part of Kiwi living and should be
fostered and nurtured. Popular recreational fishing areas should be retained for
our future generations. Fishing management would seem to be a better more suitable
alternative/additional tool to use if you wish to enhance the fishery for our
future generations. I also note that there now seems to be a lot of news coming out
that marine
reserves locally (Goat Island) and overseas are not delivering the results set out
for, and in some cases are failing eg Gt Barrier Reef Australia, so I am urging the
forum and minister to exercise extreme caution with decisions that might lock away
a popular recreational fishing area that may or may not become a reserve that
works. Effective fishing management would seem to make so much more sense without
the expense incurred to us all when ensuring compliance requirements around marine
reserves! ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#429,
58539e47d8bcf942dee754dd,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 07:56:55 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Bryan Roughan,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: POSTAL,"
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: It does not adversely affect recreational fishing,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: It is an important area for juvenile fish species and blue penguin
foraging site. Not an important commercial or recreational site.
",
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Important part of the kelp forest and option 1 would seem to minimize
the impact to all users as opposed to option 2,
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly
creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
",
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Recreational fishing will not be impacted,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Selecting this canyon, with its smaller footprint , will likely
achieve the same result as the much larger Saunders canyon which will negatively
affect more fisherman overall.
",
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman,
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Will adversely affect commercial fisherman who will then likely
compete with recreational
fisherman on other grounds.
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Does not significantly affect recreational fishing and would add
value to the network
requirement for an estuary environment.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman and is an important paua
fishery for locals.
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on the inland side of
this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for recreation. Fisheries
management would be
a better tool for this area.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Important to local fisherman. Fisheries management makes more sense
in this no take area,
P - Selection: oppose,

P - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put

pressure on nearby areas.
Fisheries management could be a better tool for this area.
",
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put

pressure on nearby areas.
Fisheries management could be a better tool for this area.
",
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected as per above,
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore
estuary would be a better
selection
",
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: The kelp forest needs protection from commercial harvest."
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”L”,”T”,
Network Comments: The above network would meet significant areas of the MPA policy
SectionHtml (5:c5673) ","
General Comments: Recreational fishing is a huge part of family life in NZ and
increased limitations on where to fish will be intensely felt. Many recreational
fisherman are also keen conservationists and instill this value into their children
when taking them fishing. This is an iconic part of Kiwi
living and should be fostered and nurtured. Popular recreational fishing areas
should be retained for our future generations. Fishing management would seem to be
a better more wish to enhance the fishery for our future generations. I also note
that there now seems to be a lot of news coming out that marine reserves locally
(Goat Island) and overseas are not delivering the results set out for, and in some
cases are failing eg Gt Barrier Reef Australia, so I am urging the forum and
minister to exercise extreme caution with decisions that might lock away a popular
recreational fishing area that may or may not become a reserve that works.
Effective fishing management would seem to make so much more sense without the
expense incurred to us all when ensuring compliance requirements around marine
reserves! ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#430,
5853a22cd8bcf942dee754e0,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 08:13:32 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Norma Roughan,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: POSTAL,"
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: It does not adversely affect recreational fishing,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: It is an important area for juvenile fish species and blue penguin
foraging site. Not an important commercial or recreational site.
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Important part of the kelp forest and option 1 would seem to minimize
the impact to all users as opposed to option 2,
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas
",
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Recreational fishing will not be impacted
",
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Selecting this canyon, with its smaller footprint , will likely
achieve the same result as the much larger Saunders canyon which will negatively
affect more fisherman overall.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman,
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Will adversely affect commercial fisherman who will then likely
compete with recreational fisherman on other grounds,
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Does not significantly affect recreational fishing and would add
value to the network requirement for an estuary environment.
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman and is an important paua
fishery for locals,
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on the inland side of
this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for recreation. Fisheries
management would be
a better tool for this area.
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Important to local fisherman. Fisheries management makes more sense
in this no take area.
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on nearby areas.
Fisheries management could be a better tool for this area.

",
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore

estuary would be a better
selection.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected as per above
",
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore
estuary would be a better
selection",
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: The kelp forest needs protection from commercial harvest."
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”L”,”T”,
Network Comments: The above network would meet significant areas of the MPA policy
SectionHtml (5:c5673)","
General Comments: Recreational fishing is a huge part of family life in NZ and
increased limitations on where to fish will be intensely felt. Many recreational
fisherman are also keen conservationists and instill this value into their children
when taking them fishing. This is an iconic part of Kiwi
living and should be fostered and nurtured. Popular recreational fishing areas
should be retained for our future generations. Fishing management would seem to be
a better more ish to enhance the fishery for our future generations. I also note
that there now seems to be a lot of news coming out that marine reserves locally
(Goat Island) and overseas are not delivering the results set out for, and in
some cases are failing eg Gt Barrier Reef Australia, so I am urging the forum and
minister to exercise extreme caution with decisions that might lock away a popular
recreational fishing area that may or may not become a reserve that works.
Effective fishing management would seem to make so much more sense without the
expense incurred to us all when ensuring compliance requirements around marine
reserves! ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#431,
5853a5f8d8bcf942dee754e3,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 08:29:44 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Amanda McGregor,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: POSTAL,"
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: It does not adversely affect recreational fishing,
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: It is an important area for juvenile fish species and blue penguin
foraging site. Not an important commercial or recreational site.
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments: Recreational fishing would be adversely affected,
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Important part of the kelp forest and option 1 would seem to minimize
the impact to all users as opposed to option 2,
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments: This would affect commercial fishing who would be displaced from this
area possibly creating more intensive fishing in other nearby areas,
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments: An important fishery for Recreational and Commercial,
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments: Recreational fishing will not be impacted,
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: Selecting this canyon, with its smaller footprint , will likely
achieve the same result as the much larger Saunders canyon which will negatively
affect more fisherman overall.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman,
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: Will adversely affect commercial fisherman who will then likely
compete with recreational
fisherman on other grounds.
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman,
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Does not significantly affect recreational fishing and would add
value to the network requirement for an estuary environment,
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman and is an important paua
fishery for locals.
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on the inland side of this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for
recreation. Fisheries management would be a better tool for this area,
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: Important to local fisherman. Fisheries management makes more sense
in this no take area.
",
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on nearby areas.
Fisheries management could be a better tool for this area.
",
Q - Selection: oppose,

Q - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore

estuary would be a better
selection.
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected as per above
",
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments: Local recreational fisherman will be adversely affected and Akatore
estuary would be a better
selection
",
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: The kelp forest needs protection from commercial harvest."
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”L”,”T”,
Network Comments: The above network would meet significant areas of the MPA policy
SectionHtml (5:c5673) ","
General Comments: Recreational fishing is a huge part of family life in NZ and
increased limitations on where to fish will be intensely felt. Many recreational
fisherman are also keen conservationists and instill this value into their children
when taking them fishing. This is an iconic part of Kiwi
living and should be fostered and nurtured. Popular recreational fishing areas
should be retained for our future generations. Fishing management would seem to be
a better more suitable alternative/additional tool to use if you wish to enhance
the fishery for our future generations. I also note that there now seems to be a
lot of news coming out that marine reserves locally (Goat Island) and overseas are
not delivering the results set out for, and in
some cases are failing eg Gt Barrier Reef Australia, so I am urging the forum and
minister to exercise extreme caution with decisions that might lock away a popular
recreational fishing
area that may or may not become a reserve that works. Effective fishing management
would seem to make so much more sense without the expense incurred to us all when
ensuring compliance requirements around marine reserves! ",
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#432,
5853b596d8bcf942dee75504,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 09:36:22 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Skye Anderson,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on:

,

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection: support,
I - Comments:
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments:
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments:
M - Selection: support,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments:
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#433,
5853bff9d8bcf942dee75515,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 10:20:41 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name:
,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

,
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: changes,"
A -Comments: Support extending the restrictions a,b,c and hook restrictions.
Extension into Mataitai area",
B -Selection: changes,
B - Comments: Extend North and out to 12NM,
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments:
D - Selection: changes,
D - Comments: Very disappointing that it does not extend North to Shag point. There

is good public access there and protected areas for snorkeling. Hectors in the area
too.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: Should extend out further to 12 NM,
F - Selection: changes,
F - Comments: Needs extension into coast and south to merge with proposed area I,
G - Selection: oppose,
G - Comments: Too small,
H - Selection: oppose,
H - Comments: Too small,
I - Selection: changes,"
I - Comments: Option 2, but needs to be bigger. Extend out to area F",
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: Some buffer for other more protected areas,
K - Selection: changes,"
K - Comments: Needs to be bigger. Extend to the East and South to give fishers some
protected boating, but more area for replenishment of biomass.
L - Selection: support,
L - Comments: Important nursery area,
M - Selection: changes,
M - Comments: Extend out to include N as type 1MPA,
N - Selection: changes,
N - Comments: Merge with M and extend further out too sea,
O - Selection: changes,
O - Comments: Disappointing that The Nuggets is not included as it is more
accessible. With Long Point extend South to Q and out to 12 NM. Important Yellow
Eyed Penguin habitat.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: changes,"
Q - Comments: Merge with O. The mouth needs protecting too, plus safe passage to

Long Point.
R
R
S
S

-

Selection: support,
Comments: Consider MPA type 1,
Selection: support,
Comments: Either S or R should be MPA type 1. These are important nursery

areas.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: Very supportive of protection. Kelp is very important for Green House

Gas mitigation. It is an important nursery area,
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: Linkages are important. Protected corridors between reserves

would give them more chance of success. We do not know enough about The Yellow Eyed
Penguins life at sea. Roaming foraging etc. Same for Hectors Dolphins and
Albatross and many species of fish."
General Comments: These suggested areas are way too small. The Government has a
target of 10%, conservationists say 30% in type 1. Tourism is a major industry in
this area. Penguins, Albatross and seals are a big drawcard. It is vital they are
given a fair chance.
MPAs can become significant tourist attractions in their own right. Goat Island
near Leigh and the Poor Knights are well visited.
.Fishers will benefit too with protected areas. In established type 1 MPAs in the
North Island Crays can reach 1,000 per hectare, around 200 times more than in take
areas. Where are the easy public access areas? Mapaoutahi? Karitane? Shag Point?
The Nuggets?. The mole already has an unofficial reserve, why not formalise it . It
is already used by divers, plus there are seals, penguins and albatross in the
area.
http://www.emr.org.nz/index.php/support-us/learn-about-marine-reserves ",
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Opus ID:

#434,
58544e06d8bcf942dee7566c,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 20:26:46 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Riley James Bungard,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
,
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”K”,”M”,”N”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments: I think this is an important breeding area for a few fish species.
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: Green Island is a good place to take young people (like my father did

with me) to learn to snorkel in an area that is not too exposed to weather and
swell and can only accessed by boat so not everybody can get there easily.
L
L
M
M

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments: This part of the coast is subject to adverse sea conditions so can

only be accessed a few days a year so is not under a lot of pressure from
recreational users.
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: This is an area that has good fish numbers and close to get to.
Bad weather and sea conditions are common here and limits the times that we can
fish this area so is not under a great amount of pressure.
O
O
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I believe the kelp forests should all be protected. they are an

important breeding ground for a lot of fish."
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,”T”,
Network Comments: I support these proposed areas, A,B,D,G,H,T. I opose all of the
other araes. there is not enough information to identify the positives and
negatives of closing these areas or to understand the impacts of these areas on
existing users. No farmer locks up a paddock forever, he rotates his paddocks to

spell them. The weather in the southern coast is the reason we dont need to have
reserves here and there is no science to prove the benefits of reserves in the
south. Working around bad weather and sea conditions and also work commitments and
tides, i already have limited opportunities to go fishing."
General Comments: The consultation process should be put on hold until a survey of
the existing recreational use of the areas that the forum is considering.
Without any information about existing use in the proposed areas I cannot
understand the displacement effects which might result from Type 1 and 2 areas and
cannot make an informed submission. Safety of marine users should be a major
factor in decisions made. if we have to go further to fish lives could be at risk.
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Upload

Opus ID:

#435,
585456ebd8bcf942dee75680,
Date: Fri Dec 16 2016 21:04:43 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“K”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: good safe place to take beginner divers/spear fisher men, this is a

selective type of fishing and causes minimal damage, it is self regulating with
weather",
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: oppose,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: good diving would be more rec fisherman,
Selection: oppose,
Comments: good place for diving selective fishing, a total ban would not help,

the fish stocks come and go then come back again i have been fishing diving in the
ares for 30 years it is self regulating with the weather and the southern seas",
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: increase the size of fish taken blue cod should be 330mm not

300mm
reduce bag limit for day
stop commercial fishers taking large amount of quota when the fish are at there
breading stage let them breed up the fish stocks have a no take of targeted species
",

POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

restrict recreational fishing on the south-east coast. Working around bad
weather and adverse sea conditions, and also around work commitments and
tides, I already have limited opportunities to go fishing.
I oppose all
of the Type 1 reserves, particularly areas I to K, which significantly
restrict my opportunities to go fishing with family and friends. All of the Type 1
areas south of the Papanui Canyon should not go forward.
Beaches close to
towns, cities and coastal settlements (especially areas with lots of
cribs) where boats can be launched must be kept open, and fishing close to
these launching points kept available, to enable our important and unique fishing
culture to be maintained and encouraged.
Launching places close town or
close to beach/holiday settlements create very important opportunities for me to
go fishing.
If the proposed marine reserve areas off the coast of Dunedin were
put in place, I would have to go a long way off the beach before I start
fishing, which is of great concern for me.
These reserves will also
remove a number of fishing spots close to shore that are important for
sheltering from the weather. With a smaller boat, I need safe and easily
accessible areas to fish. A variety of launching and fishing places need to be
kept open so that I can find a spot out of that day’s wind and weather. If I have
to travel further to another fishing spot I will not be able to take advantage of
any weather window that might come up during weekends or holidays.
There are
clear safety issues for me if the marine reserve areas off the south coast of
Dunedin are adopted. I will lose opportunities to take family and friends out
fishing because it will be more difficult and dangerous. It will also be very time
consuming if we have to travel well off the coast and out into the weather before
putting a line out. Area ‘I’ should not be included in any network given
that its existing state is already substantially altered and its continued
use for wastewater disposal means that the marine area cannot adapt or
recover in response to human induced disturbance.
There continue to be
intermittent untreated discharges from this pipe.
The pipeline and
continuing sand extraction at Tomahawk, means that a substantial length of this
coastline could not possibly hope to be returned to a fully natural state and
therefore any marine protection seeking to do this would be pointless.I need to
see the information being provided by the Ministry for Primary Industries
about commercial fishing before any recommendation is made about the areas I
oppose. Without this information, I am unable to understand how any reserves
south of Papanui Canyon coast might function as a network, and this is very
important to let me make myfinal submission.
Understanding the likely extent
of displacement effects on my fishing spots is particularly difficult
without first seeing the information about impacts on existing commercial fishing.
The forum does not have enough information about how existing users are impacted in
the areas which I oppose, and should not make a recommendation about these
areas until it has this information.
Throughout the consultation document
the forum notes many times that there is considerable uncertainty about the areas
it is proposing and that there are lots of unknowns. It would be unreasonable for
the forum not to defer making a recommendation in respect of the areas I oppose
until: a)
There is enough certain information (including about displacement
effects) so we can clearly understand the positives or negatives of any proposed
area, and to understand the impact of each area on existing users; b)
The
Ministry for Primary Industries information about commercial fishing impacts is
made public; and c)
The information about each area, about impacts on existing
users and about impacts on commercial fishers, is available to the public in a
consultation document so that I can make an informed submission. I also think that
the forum should wait for the new marine protected areas legislation to be enacted
which will allow for much better tailored and flexible management options to be
recommended for any management area."
General Comments: The consultation process should be put on hold until a survey
and/or count is undertaken to confirm the existing use of recreational fishers in
the areas the forum is considering.
It is inappropriate for the forum
to try and to collect this information through a submission process when the
submitters do not have any further opportunity to comment. A similar survey in
respect of impacts on commercial fishing should be completed and made publicly
available so that I can understand the full effects of any network or reserves and
management areas.
Without any information about existing use in the proposed
areas I cannot understand the displacement effects which might result from the Type

1 and 2 areas and cannot make an informed submission.
Without information about
impacts on existing users and the likely displacement effects, the forum
is also not in a position make an assessment of the impacts of any reserve
network on existing users, or of displacement effects, as it is required to do. The
forum should obtain a full report on marine safety issues for
recreational fishing off the south-east coast.
It is essential for the
forum to understand the impact of proposed areas on the safety of existing
recreational users before making recommendations which will impact the most
popular, and safest, recreational areas. Full consideration needs to be given to
safety matters to ensure adequate safe fishing access is maintained for families
and young people.
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Opus ID:

#437,
5854c01ed8bcf942dee75747,
Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 04:33:34 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
,
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”],
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I believe that the establishment of marine reserves along Otago's

coast will be very positive for the ecosystems there and increase biodiversity. I
fully support the creation and maintenance of all the marine protection areas
outlined in the consultation booklet. I have been fishing near the Kapiti marine
reserve and also been to the Ulva Island marine reserve and those experiences have
shown me that our coastline is much more beautiful when it is not constantly
disturbed. Added to all this is that with the national goal of 10% of New Zealand
coastal waters being protected Otago and Southland have a responsibility to
contribute what is needed, if not more to reach that threshold. Also,it's way more
fun snorkeling when there are more fish to see, and that's something every New
Zealander should be able to do. I also think that a more natural, balanced

ecosystem created by theses sanctuaries will lead to more penguins, albatrosses and
marine mammals, which provide an substantial source of revenue through tourism as
well as being fascinating animals.
",
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Opus ID:

#438,
5854e7b4d8bcf942dee75765,
Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 07:22:28 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Trevor Roberts,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

",
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: support,
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection: oppose,
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments:
E - Selection: oppose,
E - Comments:
F - Selection: oppose,
F - Comments:
G - Selection: support,
G - Comments:
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments:
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments:
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments:
L - Selection: oppose,
L - Comments:
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments:
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments:
P - Selection: oppose,
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments:
R - Selection: oppose,
R - Comments:
S - Selection: oppose,
S - Comments:
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I support proposed areas A, B (with no extension), D, G, H and T.

I oppose all of the other proposed areas. The forum does not have enough
information to identify the positives and negatives of locking up these other
areas, or to understand the impacts of these areas on existing users.
Bad weather and adverse sea conditions are common along the south east coastline
and this already limits theI amount of recreational fishing to about 60 days a

year. Recreational fishing further off the coast, such as around the canyons, can
be available for as little as 20 days a year. Because of these natural limitations
on fishing there is little , need for reserves to further restrict recreational
fishing on the south-east coast.
Working around bad weather and adverse sea conditions, and also around work
commitments and tides, I already have limited opportunities to go fishing. I oppose
all of the Type 1 reserves, particularly areas I to K, which significantly restrict
my opportunities to go fishing with family and friends. All of the Type 1 areas
south of the Papanui Canyon should not go forward.
Beaches close to towns, cities and coastal settlements (especially areas with lots
of cribs) where boats can be launched must be kept open, and fishing close to these
launching points kept available, to enable our important and unique fishing culture
to be maintained and encouraged. Launching places close town or close to beach
holiday settlements create very important opportunities for me to go fishing.
If the proposed marine reserve areas off the coast of Dunedin were put in place, I
would have to go a long way off the beach before I start fishing, which is of great
concern for me. These reserves will also remove a number of fishing spots close to
shore that are important for sheltering from the weather. With a smaller boat, I
need safe and easily accessible areas to fish. A variety of launching and fishing
places need to be kept open so that I can find a spot out of that day's wind and
weather. If I have to travel further to another fishing spot I will not be able to
take advantage of any weather window that might come up during weekends or
holidays.
There are clear safety issues for me if the marine reserve areas off the south
coast of Dunedin are adopted. I will lose opportunities to take family and friends
out fishing because it will be more difficult and dangerous. It will also be very
time consuming if we have to travel well off the coast and out into the weather
before putting a line out. Area 'I' should not be included in any network given
that its existing state is already substantially altered and its continued use for
wastewater disposal means that the marine area cannot adapt or recover in response
to human induced disturbance. There continue to be intermittent untreated
discharges from this pipe. The pipeline and continuing sand extraction at Tomahawk,
means that a substantial length of this coastline could not possibly hope to
' be returned to a fully natural state and therefore any marine protection seeking
to do this would be pointless.
I need to see the information being provided by the Ministry for Primary
lndustries about commercial fishing before any recommendation is made about the
areas I oppose. Without this information, I am unable to understand how any
(reserves south of Papanui Canyon coast might function as a network, and this is
very important to let me make my final submission. Understanding the likely extent
of displacement effects on my fishing spots is particularly difficult without first
seeing the information about impacts on existing commercial fishing.
The forum does not have enough information about how existing users are impacted
in the areas which I oppose, and should not make a recommendation about these areas
until it has this information. Throughout the consultation document the forum notes
many times that there is considerable uncertainty about the areas it is proposing
and that there are lots of unknowns. It would be unreasonable for the forum not to
defer making a recommendation in respect of the areas I oppose until:
a) There is enough certain information (including about displacement effects) so we
can clearly understand the positives or negatives of any proposed area, and to
understand the impact of each area on existing users;
b) The Ministry for Primary lndustries information about commercial fishing impacts
is made public; and
c) The information about each area, about impacts on existing users and about
impacts on commercial fishers, is available to the public in a consultation
document so that I can make an informed submission.

I also think that the forum should wait for the new marine protected areas
legislation to be enacted which will allow for much better tailored and flexible
management options to be recommended for any management area.
",
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Opus ID:

#439,
5854fec9d8bcf942dee757b2,
Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 09:00:57 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Dr Barrie Wills ,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“D”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: support,
D - Comments: Support Option 1 with continued recreational fishing but limited

takes. That site is protected from westerly weather so is a safe inshore fishery
during adverse conditions. Southerly and Ntheasterly weather generally keeps
fishing opportunities to a minimum, so site has a high level of innate protection
from overfishing. Recreational fishermen should not be forced offshore into
dangerous waters. Better education through local fishing and boating clubs is
essential. The coastline has restricted access so paua are at a low level of risk
from over-harvest. As owners of a holiday property in Waikouaiti, Area D, Option 1
is an ideal area for marine protection but do not lock it up.
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
I
I
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: If special legislation is required to protect kelp beds, then

preparation for this should be instigated.
significant format would be detrimental.

Commercial harvesting of kelp in any

Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: As an occasional recreational fisherman and ex-diver, I am

generally supportive of a southern marine protection network providing boaties are
not forced offshore into dangerous waters. The objective for these sites should be
sustainable protection, not blanket exclusion.
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Opus ID:

#440,
58550229d8bcf942dee757bb,
Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 09:15:21 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on:

[“A”,”B”,”C”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection: changes,"
A -Comments: I support this MPA but wish to see the restrictions extended in this
area to include all net fishing, commercial long lining,and mid water trawlng",
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments:
C - Selection: support,
C - Comments: support with the stated banning of all trawling, Danish seining,

dredging and set netting",
D - Selection: support,
D
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
I
I
J
J

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: changes,
Comments: I want to see the exclusion of all commericial fishing in this area

and tighter controls on recreational fishing bag limits,
K - Selection: changes,
K - Comments: I would like to sea this area enlarged to the south ,
L - Selection: changes,
L - Comments: This should be type 1 as estuarine environments under significant
pressure from surrounding landuse and need protection to continue to be nursery
area for marine life,
M - Selection: support,
M
N
N
O
O

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: This is obviously a compromise. I hope that when the Long Point

protected area increases in marine species richness, that those who oppose
protecting The Nuggets, will see the contrast between the two area. As the
Nuggets continue over time to be depleted, they will know that this is what their
opposition to protection has contributed to.
P - Selection: support,
P
Q
Q
R
R

-

Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments:
Selection: changes,"
Comments: Although there is another estuary sites proposed within this

consultation, these sites are so important in their value to in shore fisheries
that they should be type 1 not type 2. The are sensitive to land based changes and
must be protected.
S - Selection: changes,
S - Comments: Change to type 1 highly protected area - see same reasons as above,

T - Selection: support,
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments: I believe all areas have value within a network, and would like

to see some areas like around Green Island expanded so that they are a more
sustainable size. I think decisions on the best combination to achieve the
strongest network should be left to marine ecologists/scientists with their
specialist knowledge","
General Comments: New Zealand is an island nation but has a poor record for
acknowledging the value of our oceans. We have large areas of land protected by
national parks, forest parks etc, but very little of our coast. As this tremendous
biodiversity is beneath the sea, it is mostly invisible to us so we don't see the
depletion and therefore delude ourselves that all is well.We have stalled on our
responsibility to protect and restock this natural resource for so long that it is
imperative we act now to establish these reserves as the bare minimum to get us
started. Without some rebalancing in favour of protecting habitat to sustain
fisheries and wildlife, there just won't be anything much left for the future
generations. These proposals to protect some areas of the coast require us to
understand the significant cumulative pressures, both locally and globally, on our
oceans. If we want to keep enjoying what the sea provides, we have to invest now in
giving something back to sustain them in the future.
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Opus ID:

#441,
58550754d8bcf942dee757bc,
Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 09:37:24 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Brian Lemm,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“Q”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection: oppose,
Q - Comments: I strongly oppose the idea that this area be protected as a Type 1.

It is not a pristine unmodified area. Grey water has always, and still runs into
this exact area from the nearby houses, and the water run off from the Papatowai
Township. It is well known that sewage is a problem in this area.
What really upsets me is the totally underhanded, misinformed, and slight of hand
way that this proposal has been evolved. Fergus Sutherland, who no doubt proposed
the scheme, never once in his orientation on the matter never once mentioned that
our estuary was involved and that it was in danger of being closed. Shanks Bush,
which boundaries this proposed, was purchased privately by Fergus, and turned into
a QEII Reserve. This is very much a vested interest by him and should have been
disclosed by him.
I am 65 years old, I, my children, and now my grandchildren fish in this particular
area for flounder.
How can half a river be policed? Who sets the boundaries? How are they marked?

It would make more sense to make ALL estuaries a Type 2 - lower the quota and
increase fish size.
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#442,
58551cb4d8bcf942dee757c9,
Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 11:08:36 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Andrew Smith,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Other”],
Interest Group - OtherCitizen,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

,
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“B”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”I”,”L”,”M”,”N”,”O”,”P”,”Q”,”R”,”S”,”T”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection: support,
B - Comments: I favour B - Waitaki Coastal (Type -1) with the extension for the

preservation of fish species habitats and bio-diversity. The option of the wider
area inclding the extension around the river mouth allows the greater protection
and I support this. I favour the protection and sustenance of bio-diversity. I
consider this a better option than alternative C.
C
C
D
D

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I favour conserving the kelp forest for the cultivation and

preservation of life and bio-diversity. I favour including the deep reefs and
described in option two as part of this marine reserve to protect and preserve its
bio-doversity for future generations.
E - Selection: support,
E - Comments: I favour giving the bryozoan beds as much protection as possible.
This is a special habita and needs to be protected. Thery are of interest to
people in marine sciences. I am sorry to see that no reserved are offeed for Otago
Harbour which is the main centre for human occupation and activity.
F - Selection: support,
F - Comments: I favour this as part of the protection for the Bryozoan Bed.
G
G
H
H
I
I

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I favour this as an area of bio-diversity accessible from Dunedin.

It has value for iwi in Dunedin and Otago, and for the development of eco-tourism.
J
J
K
K
L
L
M
M

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: I support this as a dependent area of M-Akatore Coastal (Type 1),
Selection: support,
Comments: I support this as a deep reef reserve with the dependent areas of

Akatore estuary and offshore reserves. This becomes incomplete without the unity
of the coastal reserve.
N - Selection: support,
N - Comments: I support this as a dependent area of M-Akatore Coastal (Type 1),
O - Selection: support,
O - Comments: I support this with the Long Point Offshore option. I see that these
are important reserves with cultural, social and scientific interests. I am sorry
that not more of the Catlins marine environment was made available for protection.
P - Selection: support,
P - Comments: I support this as a dependent area of the Long Point marine reserve.
Q - Selection: support,
Q - Comments: I support creating a marine reserve at Tahakopa estuary as the

estuary benefits from its relation with the sea and supplies into the sea.
R - Selection: support,
R - Comments: I understand that the Tautuku Estuary is the most pristine of the
three estuaries agreed as reserves. The land has recreational use with connections
with people who use this site. it would be beneficial to preserve the estuary as
part of this use.
S - Selection: support,
S - Comments: I support a reserve on the Haldane estuary as a place for life and
bio-diversity to flourish.
T - Selection: support,
T - Comments: I consider this important to reserve. As forests exist on land to
create environments for the protection of life, so the kelp forests supply the same
for the marine reserves of life. It goes without saying that a protection should
be placed on the kelp forest for creating bio-diverse stocks for future
generations."
Creating a Network: [“B”,”D”,”E”,”F”,”J”,”M”,”O”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: This submission was inspired after a reference to the South East

Marine Reserve during the September 2016 Creation Season at the Opoho Presbyterian
Church. If we live in a world given to us by a Creator then we are answerable to
the One who created such diverse environments of such complexity as part of the
world we live in. The Presbyterian Church recognises that one of the 'five faces
of mission' for 'making Jesus Christ known' is through care for the environment.
On this principle I advocate that the Forum Consultation be for the preservation of
life and bio-diversity.
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#443,
58552d10d8bcf942dee757d2,
Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 12:18:24 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“I”,”J”,”K”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: I have fished this area for over 10 years now. This area does not

suffer a heavy take even though it is very close to shore due to the nature of the
coast and the weather. It is very protected and you would be lucky to fish this
area 60 days a year from shore or small craft. The distance for larger craft to
travel means it isn't fished heavily by them in my experience. Should these
restrictions be put in place smaller craft will be forced of shore which becomes a
safety issue. From what I have seen fish stocks are healthy and the area isn't
going to be practical for a user friendly reserve for kids etc so I question the
purpose of this area being included. If it was to be included I would support a
lower bag limit as current cod limits are too high. Half the daily limit would be
sufficient.
J - Selection: oppose,
J - Comments: I have fished this area for over 10 years now. This area does not
suffer a heavy take even though it is very close to shore due to the nature of the
coast and the weather. It is very protected and you would be lucky to fish this
area 60 days a year from shore or small craft. The distance for larger craft to
travel means it isn't fished heavily by them in my experience. Should these
restrictions be put in place smaller craft will be forced of shore which becomes a
safety issue. From what I have seen fish stocks are healthy and the area isn't
going to be practical for a user friendly reserve for kids etc so I question the
purpose of this area being included. If it was to be included I would support a
lower bag limit as current cod limits are too high. Half the daily limit would be
sufficient. Paua stocks in this area are the best Ive seen in 10 years due to the
above reasons.
K - Selection: support,
K - Comments: This area would be the most practical for a reserve as its proximity
means it could be enjoyed by a range of people for a range of reasons.
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“A”,”C”,”E”,”H”,”L”,”M”,”P”,”R”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments: I question the network idea simply due to the lack of evidence of

what is actually beneath the ocean surface. I think it is a good idea in principle
but more credit should be given to the natural protection the weather and coastline
provide to this area. It is often un touchable for long periods and also isn't as
easy to access for the majority. It would sadden me that I could not make access
off my local beach to gather paua or fish locally when the commercial industry has
a very large quota which is shipped off over seas. Maybe look at those numbers, I
think a much bigger difference could be made by reducing their take. Prof of this
was the recent fight when the commercial sector wanted access to the Dunedin coast
for their quota. This tells me the recreational sector is managing their area but
not so in other sectors.
Thank you for giving me the chance to submit.
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Boundary Changes:
Upload

government international commitment,
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#445,
585589a4d8bcf942dee75828,
Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 18:53:24 GMT+0000 (UTC),

Identifier:

Name:
Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA: [“NoName”,
Areas submitting on: [“D”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: oppose,
D - Comments: I often fish this area with my family. We only have a small 4 metre

boat and would not wish to put my family at risk by going further out to sea. The
weather can change rapidly and going out to sea would put all recreational users at
risk.
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”F”,”I”,”L”,”Q”,”T”],
Network Comments:
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#446,
58558c80d8bcf942dee75831,
Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 19:05:36 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Carey Hancox,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”,”Recreational Fisher”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:[“NoSelect”],
Areas submitting on: [“O”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection: oppose,
O - Comments: This area is important to locals for recreational purposes.

It is a
safe area for people to fish and dive and has abundant fish life which is naturally
protected by the weather as it plays a huge part in how often it can be fished.
The fish caught are well in excess of the takable size.
Our children have had the enjoyment of playing in the rock pools as they have grown
up and are now learning to dive as it is a safer area of the coastline to do such
activities.
Our community lost two of its dearest a year ago fishing at an offshore reef out at
Whitehead which is our only other main fishing area off the coastline. Putting a
reserve on the area will force people to venture further out into more dangerous
waters to recreationally fish. Long Point also offers a safe area for people to
launch boats.
Making this area a reserve would be detrimental to other surrounding areas as they
would have to sustain more fishing pressure.
In the 20 years I have been fishing in this area, I have seen no depletion of any
fish or fish life.
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:

S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“T”,
Network Comments: Other - I believe a reserve from Cannibal Bay to the South Side

of Campbells Reef which includes Nugget Point and Roaring Bay would be in my
opinion a good marine reserve.
It has existing eco tourism, roading and infrastructure (toilets, car parks). And
would be a good boost for the local economy at Kaka Point.
I have also noticed a marked decrease in size of catchable fish in this area over
the years which indicates being over fished."
General Comments: In my opinion would it not be better to reduce the number of fish
that can be taken per person - for example 10 rather than 30 blue cod at say 34cm therefore producing a high yield and 5 paua rather than 10 at 130cm rather than
125cm which is the current legal size.
I am a regular diver and have seen a marked increase in the number of crayfish and
fish in the area. These are only a few species that we target but they are
thriving under the current recreational management system and are an intricate part
of the eco system.
As a local fisherman we are all very protective of this area and pride ourselves on
being astute and taking only what we require for a meal rather than binging which
is what some perceive.
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Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 20:36:12 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Eric Boock,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group: [“Recreational User”],
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: PHONE,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“D”,”G”,”H”,”I”,”J”,”K”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection: changes,
D - Comments: I would recommend a type 2 in this area as I dive along this coast

line for food. You won't protect the kelp forest by excluding recreational diving
and fishing as it is the fine clays and soils that fun of the land that kills the
seaweed and kelp. I also recommend that bag limits are reduced to at least by half
to protect fish stocks.
E
E
F
F
G
G

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection: support,
Comments: This would stop dredging and trawling in this area which would

protect the sea bed floor that has sponges, anemones, worms, crabs etc, which need
protected. It also allows fishing with restrictions which commercial and
recreational fisherman can use. I recommend bag limits to be reduced by at least
half for recreational fisherman.
H - Selection: support,
H - Comments: This works well with the Bryozoan bed type 2 plus giving full
protection of part of the Papanui Canyon which will benefit the sea birds and sea
lions.
I - Selection: oppose,
I - Comments: I fish and dive here a lot to supply food for the table. I take my
children here to fish and dive as well they love it. We only have a small boat and
have access of the local beaches so if the weather cuts up rough we can get back to
safety easily. I STRONGLY OPPOSSE ANY RESERVE in this area. It is protected by the
weather but would want bag limits to be dropped by at least half.
J - Selection: support,
J - Comments: I dive and fish along this part of the coast line. Even though the
commercial fisherman loose out if gives an easy place for recreational fishers and
divers to get to. I very much support decreased bag limits on all species.
K - Selection: oppose,
K - Comments: It is a high use easy access area for recreational divers and
fisherman, where I have taken many new and young divers out to get there first
crayfish by hand and to be able to spear fish easily. Its one of a few places where
you can dive with the seals and get some food for the table which makes for a very
nice day out especially when you have children out with you enjoying it as well. I
would recommend dropping bag limits by at least half which will protect the
quantities of sea life.
L
L
M
M
N
N
O
O

-

Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:
Selection:
Comments:

P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I have dived on 2 of the reserves in the upper north island In

which my daughter and I enjoyed a lot. I am reluctant to support
any reserve on
our coast line down here where it impacts on recreational fishers and divers as
the weather protects the fish stocks well and by reducing bag limits by at least
half there is no need to have a reserve. But one area that would have made a great
reserve where people have easy access and has good protection from weather is the
mole at the entrance to Otago habour. Even though small it has good marine life as
well as ship wrecks to dive on, good seal and bird life to see yet it wasn't
considered I find that hard to believe, to say it would be to small is wrong as it
would have ticked all the boxes. I've dived and fished our coast line for over 40
years and now you want to take a great food source away from me and my family and
friends when lower bag limits would do the job.
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Upload
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Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 20:41:35 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Brett and Kara Leckie,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:

Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [“M”,”N”],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection: oppose,
M - Comments: Will adversely affect recreational fisherman and is an important paua

fishery for locals.
N - Selection: oppose,
N - Comments: Displacement of commercial fishers from here is likely to put
pressure on the inland side of this proposal which is an area we fish in a lot for
recreation. Fisheries management would be a better tool for this area.
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: We have a family crib on the coast to enjoy the ideal kiwi

holiday. This includes the opportunity to fish and gather other seafood.
it is important for recreational fisherpeople to be able to have these
opportunities now and in the future in the Akatore area.
POI:

We feel

Boundary Changes:
Upload

Opus ID:

#449,
5855ad40d8bcf942dee75874,
Date: Sat Dec 17 2016 21:25:20 GMT+0000 (UTC),
Name: Logan Penniket,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network:
Network Comments:
General Comments: I strongly support the creation of marine protected areas in

Otago. This would have a number of benefits, including protecting biodiversity,
increasing fish stocks which can then repopulate other sections of coast, creating
potential tourism activities (eg dive trips), and educational benefits - allowing
research students, the Otago public and in particular children to experience the
marine species.
While I don't wish to comment on the specific proposals, I do support the proposed
locations. In addition, I would recommend that the Forum consider additional
locations which would be more easily accessed by the public. The present proposals
appear to require a boat or 4wd to access, making it difficult for the public to

access. Having marine protected areas that are more accessible would increase the
public and educational benefits from the protected areas.
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Name: Jim Moore,

Identifier:

Organisation:
Interest Group:
Interest Group - Other,
Contact Method: EMAIL,
Address:
Email:
Telephone:
OIA:
Areas submitting on: [],
A -Selection:
A -Comments:
B -Selection:
B - Comments:
C - Selection:
C - Comments:
D - Selection:
D - Comments:
E - Selection:
E - Comments:
F - Selection:
F - Comments:
G - Selection:
G - Comments:
H - Selection:
H - Comments:
I - Selection:
I - Comments:
J - Selection:
J - Comments:
K - Selection:
K - Comments:
L - Selection:
L - Comments:
M - Selection:
M - Comments:
N - Selection:
N - Comments:
O - Selection:
O - Comments:
P - Selection:
P - Comments:
Q - Selection:
Q - Comments:
R - Selection:
R - Comments:
S - Selection:
S - Comments:
T - Selection:
T - Comments:
Creating a Network: [“A”,”B”,”D”,”G”,”H”,
Network Comments: Exclude reserves on site B&D

",
General Comments:
POI:
Boundary Changes:
Upload

